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PREFACE

This is the third in a series of interpretive reports that were
evolved for clarification of fracture-test criteria and their significance
to design practices.

* The first report provided a chronological account of the
development of fracture tests and design criteria.

* The second report described practical engineering procedures
for fracture-safe design-with special emphasis on the unique Analysis
Diagrams approach to problem solving.

* The present report extends the coverage to the primary issues
of the 1970's, which focus on the rationality of fracture-control
plans.

These broader issues require consideration of the information
needs of a new audience-those who are responsible for imposing
reliability requirements, for contractual or regulatory reasons. The
report is structured in six parts, for selection as to specific interests.

The general reader, who is primarily concerned with state-of-
practices questions, is directed to Parts 1 and 6.

Details of illustrations in
this document may be better

studied on microfiohe

Li
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ABSTRACT

This report presents interpretations of the significance of fracture-state criteria and
their application in the development of rational fracture-control plans. A 'brief" iL evolved
for meeting of regulatory and/or contractual requir,ments, based on scientific and tech-

g# nologically appropriate procedures. It is emphasized that the emerging issues of the 19 70's
center on technological application of fracture-control principles, in the total context of
engineering realities and normal business lelationships.

The report is addressed to a very broad audience and focuses cn primary issues. It is
iintended to clarify these issues for the general engineering field and also for those who are
in a position to dictate requirements, i.e., those with regulatory responsibilities. The various
parts are presented in a format which provides for separate reading, depending on specific
interests.

A most important feature involves initial explanation of basic aspects of constraint
factors. These aspects underlie all considerations of Lriteria definition, Selection, and
validation. A physical-model approach is used for these explanations, thus avoiding the
inordinate complications and limitations of mathematical expressions. As luch, it should
be understandable to the broadest possible audience.

Discussions of procedures for evolving fracture-control plans are basei ou a common
reference to fracture states and related criteria. The common reference evolves from fracture
mechanics, as a generalized subject which covers all possible fracture states. The primary
issues are defined as related to the use of fracture test:; which are rational in terms of
fracture-mechanics principles. It is emphasized that the statistical definition of fracture
properties is essertial to the engineering selection of appropriate metals, from a complex
aggregate of standard grades.

PROBLEM STATUS

This is a special summary and interpretive report covering the results of a wide
spectrum of investigations within NRL. These investigations are aimed at the general
problem of metallurgical optimization and fracture-safe design. The major portions of thc
studies are continuing under the established problems.

AUTHORIZATION

NRL Problem Nos. M01-25, M01-24, and MO1.14
Project Nos. RR 022-01-46-5432, RR 022.01-46-54 31,

and RR 022-11-41-5409

Manuscript submitted March 6, 1972.I; v
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NOMENCLATURE

a depth, or length of the crack (in.)

B or T thickness of the plate or specimen (in.)

SCv Charpy-V test

CAT Robertson Crack Arrest Temperature

0.5 Oy, CAT as ajl- :ied to temperature transition cases, signifies that fracture-extension
stress equals 0.5 ays

COD Crack Opening Displacement

DT Dynamic Tear Test - all sizes

DWT Drop Weight Test

FTE Fracture Transition Elastic

IAD Instability Analysis Diagram

lie critical value of the J-integral for characterization of elastic-plastic
or plastic-fracture states

K, KI stress intensity factor; the subscript I denotes the opening mode of crack

extension (ksi y/'Ii.)

Iki-tests Kic tests conducted for various controlled rates of loading

Kie slow-load (static) plane strain fracture toughness (ksi \/I.)

KId dynamic-load plane strain fracture toughness (ksi %iEn.)

Ke plane stress condition at crack tip for initiation; also, crack conditions in
propagation as related to this fracture mode (ksi \/7ii.)

KQ questionable or invalid values of K due to excessive plastic deformation of
the crack tip

NDT Nil Ductility Transition temperature obtained by DWT o" indexed by DT

test

Q crack-shape parameter for semielliptical surfi.ce cracks

vii
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Q&T quenched and tempered steel

r plastic zone radius (in.)

RAD Ratio Analysis Diagram

Ratio signifies Kiclys or KId/Oyd

R-curve increased resistance to fracture extension, resulting from the initial devel-
opment of a plastic enclave

Shelf highest leve3 of ductility attained at completion of constraint transition,

due to temperature

ec critical strata for crack extension

e true strain of flow-curve plot

a applied stress (psi or ksi)

of failure stress

Oyd yield strength for dynamic loading (psi or ksi)

Oys yield strength for static (slow) loading (psi or ksi)

V

viii



CRITERIA FOR FRACTURE CONTROL PLANS

PART 1. BRIEF

A rapidly changing situation has evolved with respect to the application of fracture-
prevention principles to structural design. In former years the fracture research special-
ists were concerned with convincing the design field to adopt and use rational principles
of fracture-safe design as normal practice, rather than as a special consideration. Present
trends feature requirements for such practices, which are imposed on the design field by
the user or by regulatory .:uthorities.

The result is a drt,'. atic broadening in the number and type of interested parties
who must understand the general issues involved. Moreover, there is a broadening of
issues because the design process must now be considered in the total context of engi-
neering realities and normal business relationships.

The need to discuss broad issues is gradually being met by the emergence of a new
literature which focuses on discussions of fracture control plans, certification procedures,
structural integrity prugrarmn, design vualidation, specification criteria, surveillance and life-
time validation requirements, etc. These terms connote formalized procedures for the
translation of scientific principles to technological practice.

The rationality of these procedures depends on the understanding and appropriate
application of generalized fracture mechanics principles. A distinction is made with
linear-elastic (plane strain) fracture mechanics, which is restricted to considerations of
the brittle state. Getieralized fracture mechanics recognizes all of the three possible
fracture states, as follows:

1. Plane strain

2. Elastic-plastic

3. Plastic.

The fracture stato of the metal is disclosed by appropriate test procedures. Fracture
tests have meaning only when they index the level of fracture resistance within the range
of a fracture state. The fracture state defines the lower-bound reliability of a structure.
For example, fracture properties of the elastic-plastic type dutomatically exclude plane
strain (brittle) behavior. In general, the designated fracture state excludes lower orders
and, therefore, places a "floor" on the expected performance.

The floor-level of structural performance is the most crucial aspect of fracture-safe
design. It defines the minimum guarantee that is provided and, therefore, it is a relia-
bility index of primary reference. In practice, the minimum guarantee evolves from

J1
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selection of an appropriate fracture criterion. The term "criterion" has a specific meaning
which may be expressed in test-specimen or structural-design terms.

* It represents a fracture test value which defines a specific level of fracture resist-
ance within a fracture state.

* It represents the basis on which the design is predicated, i.e., the level of fracture
resistance within a fracture state, that is used in specifications.

Thus, "criterion" always signifies a specific fracture-state level, irrespective of itsreference as a test value or as a structural specification index. The term "criteria" for

fracture control plans implies the range of criterion levels available to meet design
requirements.

There is a growing awareness that the design of engineering structures should include
documentation of fracture control plans based on specific minimum criteria. Such require-
ments are being imposed as legally binding sections of specification documents. Thus,
what was formerly a subject of general professional responsibility is rapidly becoming a
matter of contractual obligation. These trends are most evident in the actions of "regu-
latory" governmental authorities who are becoming increasingly active in the formulation
of rules for the protection of public interests. Mandatory application of rational fracture-
prevention criteria should be expected for bridges, ships, aircraft, transport systems in-
volving flammable or toxic materials, nuclear reactors, etc.

A rational fracture control plan must represent a total solution to a structural design
problem. It includes b.•lection of scientifically defensible fracture-safe design procedures,
as well as considerations of certification factors pertaining to metal specifications, quality
control, inspectability, lifetime surveillance, etc.

A design process which involves contractual responsibility for definition of a fracture
control plan, with documentation, defense, and guarantee of all related aspects, requires
searching examination and selection of metal-properties criteria. Errors in selection of
the appropriate criterion may prejudice or invalidate the total plan.

Unfortunately, the literature on fracture research is highly specialized and the nota-
ble agreements which exist on fracture-state criteria are obscured by masses of detail.
Moreover, the processes of metal-property surveys and sources of this information are not
considered in adequate detail. Serious concern must be expressed for the paucity of sta-
tistically reliable engineering fractu.re data for standard grade metals that is provided by
the existing literature. Developing this information is of foremost consequence at this
time.

These omissions in the literature h' e adverse effects on the status of engineering
practices. Elaborate specifications as Lo C emistry, section size, heat treatment, etc., are
listed for the standard grades. Minimun.i i,.Md strength and tensile ductility parameters
are provided by these specifications. Ref .re.;, to fracture properties, which would be
significant for deducing the fracture state, are noýable by omission. Thus, the engineer is
p.ovided with the essential information for design b,,.•Id on tensile properties but not for
design which includes fracture control plans. He mu-t search for this information by
reference to complex literature or by consultation with those who may have experience
with particular metals of specific section size, heat treatment, etc. Engineers who have
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engaged in such searches will document the difficulty involved and the scarcity of reliable
data.

It is important that statistical data be collected in terms of fracture-state criteria.
These data are essential for defining what is attainable for specific metals and for design
and specification purposes.

The engineer should be provided with unequivocal information as to the criterion
that can be met by standard grade metals, for specified temperature and/or strength
levels. Whether or not he elects to use a metal of lowest, intermediate, or highest fracture-
state properties is an engineering question. For example, he should know how to specify
a particular criterion which guarantees properties which are either low or high in the
elastic-plastic fracture state, if the service conditions require such properties.

PART 2. SIGNIFICANCE OF FRACTURE MECHANICS CRITERIA

Generalized Fracture Mechanics

Fracture mechanics implies an analytical approach to defining the effective strength
of structures in the presence of cracks. It does not imply that analytical treatment pro-
vides for using metals of unreliable fracture-state properties in defensibly safe structures.
However, this is the primary, albeit incorrect, attraction that has evolved for its applica-
tion to engineering practice. Fracture mechanics does not substantiate such unrealizable
hopes; thus, clarification of the true attractive features is essential.

There are two main subdivisions of fracture mechanics theory--plane strain (linear
elastic) and plane stress. The latter term is well understood by the research field but
leads to complexities in communication with engineers. It is best replaced by exact defi-
nitions of the two parts of the plane stress state-the elastic-plastic and the plastic. Gen-
eralized fracture mechanics is an appropriate ternm for describing the totality of the
subject, i.e., covering all three fracture states.

It is unfortunate that fracture mechanics has been popularly connected only with
measurement of plane strain properties. Plane strain fracture mechanics, otherwise known
as "linear elastic," is concerned with analytical treatment of the brittle state. This was
an obvious starting point for analytical research.

Fortunately, fracture mechanics theory provides a basis for extension of analytical
treatment into the elastic-plastic and plastic fracture states. The fact that little has been
said in the literature relating to this aspect in recent years reflects the overemphasis that
has been placed on the brittle state. This neglect is now being rectified. The primary
emphasis in research is now being placed on developing improved analytical treatment for
the elastic-plastic and plastic cases and on metallurgical aspects. Meanwhile, technological
necessity requires using all available information within the scope of scientific and engi
neering realities.

It may be summarized that the development of fracture control plans must be based

on

"* Scientific principles derived from generalized fracture mechanics theory

"0 Test-specimen designs and reference criteria that are scientifically rational
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* Inclusion of metallurgical considerations

* Simultaneous consideration of test practices, criteria, and metallurgical factors in
problem-solving.

The foremost impediment to achieving engineering sophistication in problem-solving
is the failure to understand constraint factors. Constraint is the basic reference; if this
factor is not understood there can be no rational beginning in understanding of criteria.
Thus, all other aspects of integration remain beyond reach.

Physical Significance of Constraint

Plastic flow at crack borders develops following stress-strain relationships which are
distinctly different from that of a smooth section. The difference is best explained by
plots of true stress vs true strain, i.e., plastic flow curves.

Exact definition of the flow curves for specific crack conditions is a subject of con-
tinuing research. We shall not attempt to explain the state of knowledge except to indi-
cate that it suffices for generalization of constraint factors. These generalizations are
well known to fracture research specialists and form the basic rationale for fracture-
mechanics theory.

Schematic illustrations will be used to explain constraint factors in terms of a phys-
ical model. The first step is to discuss the origins of constraint. Figure I illustrates that
the introduction of a circular notch in a tensile bar causes an elevation of the flow curve.
We may describe the plastic flow of the smooth tensile bar as free flow, i.e., unimpeded
flow. Lateral contraction occurs with a minimum of opposition, thus allowing relatively
free extension in the direction of loading.

FREE FLOW CONSTRAINED FLOW

ELASTIC

I" ELE vA U ON+
F ' LOW CURVE"

STRESS <-- PLASTIC
0-4- -

STRAIN REACTION
,,FEE LOW RES

STRAIN "e

Fig. 1-Origins of constraint effects
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The reduced section of the notched bar develops plastic deformation while the
shoulders are stressed to elastic levels. Since the degree of elastic contraction is small
compared to the plastic contraction of the reduced section, opposition is developed to
plastic flow. The opposition is in the nature of a reaction-stress system, such that a,-
and oz-direction stresses inhibit flow in the uy (load) direction. Thus, the uniaxial
tension system of the smooth bar is changed to a triaxial stress system in the notched
bar. Triaxiality is the factor which causes elevation of the flow curve.

Constraint may be described as the inhibition of plastic flow due to stress triaxiality.
The degree of inhibition is directly related to the degree of triaxiality, i.e., the degree to
which the ux and uz stresses approach the same value as the uy stress. Exact equality of
the three reference stresses represents absolute constraint and no plastic flow can evolve.
This condition is not attained in the presence of a notch because the stress system is
always unbalanced to some degree. In simple terms, the ay-direction stress is always of
higher value and thus flow will evolve in the load direction. The important factor is that
flow inhibition subjects the metal grains to abnormally high stresses, compared to free
flow in a tensile bar.

The origins of triaxial stress constraint may be traced to the elastically loaded metal
which surrounds a volume of localized plastic flow. The effect is general, as indicated by
the example of two pieces of hard steel bonded by a thin layer of soft-braze metal. If
sufficiently thin, the soft-braze joint develops a strength equal to that of the hard steel.
This is due to the high level of constraint imposed on the flow of the soft metal by the
elastically loaded hard metal. The imposition of mechanical constraint causes metal grains
to act as if they were "stiffer." Thus, the flow behavior of metal grains is nou intrinsic;
it is a function of the degree of applied co9nstraint. For example, if the braze joint is
made thicker, flow will become easier, due to decreased constraint.

The constraint level vs stiffness relationship is basic to understanding the mechanical
behavior of metal grains located within crack-tip plastic zones. Increased mechanically in-
duced "stiffness" decreases the ability of the grain structure to endure deformation without
microcracking. The metal-quality parameter of interest wa "crackless plasticity" under condi-
tions of high, localized stress-systems.

Three separate stress systems are of engineering importance in analyses of fracture
conditions:

"* The nominal design stress which is the usual engineering reference.

"* The stress which acts to "open the crack." This is a function of structural guom-
etry. For example, stresses at nozzles of pressure vessels may be 3 to 4 times the hoop
stress level. Insofar as the effects on the crack are concerned, this is the nominal stress
of interest, if the crack is located in such high-stress regions.

o The localized stress at crack tips which acts to rupture the grain structure. The
level of this stress can only be inferred indirectly by description of the constraint level.
This is the reason why constraint factors must be understood by engineers.

Figure 2 illustrates the conditions at a crack tip. The case is that of a tensile-loaded
plate featuring a through-thickness edge crack. The plastic "rod" developed at the crack
tip must increase in diameter (ay-direction extension) with ar. increase in stress. How-
ever, this can only happen if through-thickness (z-direction) lateral contraction occurs.
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HIGH

-o-x

CONSTRAINT---

STRESS oed

0Y LOW

o-Z ý 7 Y~ $TRAIN

I~ C ONT.?ACT10

ELEVATION Of~ FLOW CULiVEý

STRAIN-

Fig. 2-Constraint conditions for through-thickness cracks. Increasing section size
increases constraint because through-thickness flow must, evolve with increased
opposition of the larger volume of surrounding elastically loaded metal.

The elastic material which surrounds the plastic rod opposes both z- and x-direction flow,
giving rise to a triaxial stress system.

The family of flow curves of Fig. 2 illustrates the effects of increasing the plate
thic'.ness. Constraint is increased (higher level flow curves) because triaxiality is increased
due to higher reaction stresses in the z direction. In simple terms, the "length" of elastic
material that envelops the crack is increased with crack-front size and, therefore, its ca-
pacity for opposing the enlargement of the localized plastic volume is increased. It. may
now be generalized that increasing crack-front size causes an increase in constraint. As a
result, the stress-strain relationships are changed such that higher oy.stress levels are re-
quired to cause a unit increment of plastic flow at the crack tip. Thus, the metal behaves
as if it were of increasing "stiffness" with increasing crack-front size.

A more generalized model of crack-front-size effects for through-thickness cracks is
presented in Fig. 3. Cracks of increasing size are represented for two plate thicknesses.
It is indicated that there is an increase in flow curve level (constraint) with increasing
crack size to a limit level. This limit represents the maximum constraint capacity of a
through-thickness crack. It is attained when the crack dimensions are appro Kimately two
times the thickness (2 T), as a conservative estimate. The constraint capacity for such
cracks increases with increases in plate thickness, because a larger crack-front size is
involved for the thicker plate. The concept of a maximum-constraint crack for a given
section size ,s basic to all discussions that follow.

The reason for attainment of a maximum constraint capacity for a crack of the
subject geometry is explained in terms of "distance from free surfaces." Constraint to
plastic flow is always highest at the center of the crack front. This region is represented
by the small "squares" in the figures. The central region is faxthest removed from the
free surfaces. This means that plastic contraction (z-direction flow) has the longest path
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Fig. 3-Significance of maximum attainable constraint capacity for the section size
as related to maximum constraint cracks. The level of maximum constraint, de-
veloped by through-thickness cracks, increases with section size because the crack-
front dimension Is increased.

and, therefore, senses the highest rcsistance to plastic flow. Conversely, plastic contrac-
tion occurs most readily close to the free surface. In effect, the metal near the free sur-
faces senses low triaxiality.

When a through-thickness crack attains a length dimension in the order of 2 T, the
controlling (minimum) distance from the free surface is that of one-half the plate thick-
ness. This simply reflects the fact that all other distance dimensions are now greater than
T/2. Thus, constraint can be increased only by increasing the T/2 distance, i.e., increasing
the plate thickness. The reference of thickness to "B" in the fracture mechanics litera-
ture arises from the fact that T represents the crack front breadth (B) for through-thickness
cracks and, therefore, indicates the free-surface distance.

We may now generalize that maximum-constraint capacity for a through-thickness
crack is attained when the crack length is such that B/2 is the controlling distance from
the free surfaces. This generalization is important to understanding the use of edge-
cracked specimens in fracture testing. The edge-cracked specimens are designed to meas-
ure the fracture resistance of a metal of specified thickness, under conditions of a
maximum-constraint-capacity crack. The reason is that the lowest degree of ductile be-
havior which can be enforced on the metal is that which is related to the maximized
condition of constraint. The metal cannot be forced (mechanically) to behave in a less
ductile fashion than is measured under these conditions. Reference to the fracture re-
sistance of the metal for this maximum level of imposed constraint then becomes inde-
pendent of further increases in crack size. As such, it is the basic reference of scientific
and engineering interest,

The connection between scientific and engineering aspects is ilustrated in Fig. 4.
The practical scientific interest is in measuring the minimal value of fracture resistance,
as a standardized reference. With an increase in edge-crack depth a to approximately T
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MAXIMUM CONSTRAINT CRACK

/1 I3
I TESTISPECIMENI

- I a

MAXIMUM ./,
CONSTRAINT I IMAX,
CRACK(

Fig. 4--Basis for design of fracture test specimens featuring maximum
constraint cracks. Exact constraint-capacity correspondence is pro-
vided for a through-thickness crack in a structure

dimensions (a conservative estimate), the limiting distance from the free surfaces become
T/2. Tbus, constraint is maximiz-d as illustrated in the C vs a plot of the figure. Frac-
ture tests conducted with such a specimen will provide a measure of the lowest level of
fracture resistance (fracture state) for the metal, in the form of a specified section size
T (B). As such, the test indexes the lowest level of fracture that is allowed to develop
by the intrinsic properties of the metal grain structure.

The subject edge-crack may now be recognized as the equivalent of one-half of the
maximum-constraint crack introduced in a tensile-loaded flat plate. Only one-half is re-
quired, because the two ends of the crack are fully equivalent and subject to the same
constraint condition. In effect the test specimen is simultaneously a model of the
maximum-constraint crack which controls the conditions of fracture extension in a struc-
ture. The lowest level (fDoor) fracture state that can evolve in the structure is the same
as that which is characterized by the test specimen-irrespective of crack size. The metal
cannot be made to behave in a less ductile fashion.

Constraint Relaxation

The objective of fracture testing is to fix the constraint conditions and then charac-
terize the metal response as the dependent variable. These objectives &re met as follows:

* The test specimen is designed to feature a maximum-constraint crack.

Is Thus, the constraint capacity of the test specimen is defined by the section size.

* The metal response is the dependent variable, i.e., the aspect which is characterized.
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The metal-response aspect is best understood in terms of constraint definitions pro-
vided by fracture mechanics. These include (a) degree of applied-constraint, and (b)
constraint-relaxation phenomena. Constraint capacity is defined in terms of plane strain
constraint, i.e., the capacity of the test for prevention of z-direction plastic flow. The
basic reference to constraint in the fracture mechanics literature is to plane strain
conditions.

In order to discuss constraint relaxation, it is necessary to consider crack acuity.
The natural crack in a structure and that of a test specimen must be equivalently "sharp."
Rounding off of the crack tip will decrease constraint. The development of plastic flow
at a crack tip, in the course of loading, will cause some degree of rounding off. For a
brittle metal, the degree of crack blunting is very slight and fracture extension will occur
under conditions of continued crack sharpness. This behavior may be referred to as
"fracturing under conditions of plane strain constraint." However, if the metal grain
structure resists early rupture, ,he increase in plastic deformation will result in significant
or drastic blunting of the crack tip. As a result, the limit of plane strain constraint
(capacity) imposed by the mechanical system is exceeded. The effects are synergistic in
that crack blunting causes constraint relaxation (exceeding the constraint limit) which
causes increased plastic flow, leading to additional blunting, etc., to some ultimate fracture
state in excess of plane strain conditions.

These effects are illustrated in Fig. 5 in terms of decreasing flow-curve resistance,
compared to the initially applied level. The degree of crack blunting determines the
course of the flow curves. In effect, constraint relaxation evolving from exceeding plane
strain capacity limits decreases the effective "stiffness" of the metal at the crack tip, and
lateral contraction in the crack-front-breadth (B) direction evolves.

.7
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Fig. 5-Relaxation of plane strain constraint, due to metal-grain flow,
which causes crack-tip blunting
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The resulting fracture states (also referred to as fracture modes) are noted in the
figure. Plane strain, elastic-plastic, and plastic fracture states are directly related to the
flow curve behavior. Plane strain states signify fracture extension which evolves without
crack blunting, i.e., no relaxation of constraint. Thus, the flow curve follows a course
dictated by the degree of applied constraint. Elastic-plastic states imply significant de-
creases in flow-curve resistance due to constraint relaxation. Plastic states signify a major
decrease or essential elimination of the applied constraint, consequent to severe blunting
of the crack front.

The sketch of the grain structure indicates the micromechanical behavior at crack
tips which provides for visualizing metal response effects. The dark line tracings within
grains indicate slip on crystal rlanes, which is required to produce grain elongation. The
deformation of individual grair's is necessary to provide for growth of a plastic zone at
the crack tip. Slip processes compete with the development of cracks and/or voids within
the grains or at grain boundaries.

A brittle metal will develop microcracks or voids at early stages of plastic zone
growth. Fir these conditions the flow curve is terminated by early rupture. The micro-
mechanical conditions which cause grain rupture axe then described as stress-induced
fracture. The macromechunical behavior of the test specimen is definad as plane strain
fracture.

A ductile metal will continue to develop grain deformation, causing enlargement of
the plastic zone. If the crack tip is blunted to some degree, the grains sense decreased
mechanical constraint and slip becomes easier. These descriptions indicate that a specific
level of imposed constraint may be accepted or defeated by the behavior of the metal-
grain structure. It should be noted that increasing constraint level also signifies increasing
constraint capacity. The two terms are related mechanical expressions of the test severity
for suppression of metal gr:n ductility. The reader should consider "level" and "capacity"
as equivalent expressions of constraint.

The micromechanical features of metal response to the applied plane strain con-
straint determines the macroscopic fracture state of the section size under test. The
macro.;copic fracture state determines the reaction of the metal to loading in the presence
of a crack.

Engineering Significance of Fracture States

The physical model which explains the structural-design significance of the fracture-
state nomenclature is illustrated in Fig. 6. The figure indicates the full range of possible
meLal response to tensile loading of a flat plate, in the presence of a maximum-constraint
crack. The crack is considered to be at least of 2 T length and features a sharp edge.
Two types of measurements are required-as represented by (a) a Crack-Opening-
Displacement (COD) gage which indexes the elastic or plastic behavior of the crack tip,
and (b) the net-section gage whicb indexes the rise in nominal stress.

A simultaneous plot is made of the increase in nominal stress and the COD-gage
response. The nominal stress at which fracture develops, for metal of different fracture-
state (mode) properties, is indicated by the crossed points with the arrow designation.
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by the plastic behavior of the crack tip. The relative size of
Fig. plasiczones which are required for fracture extension (shaded

circles) is the controlling parameter.

If fracture develops while the COD gage is indicating a linear response to increased
nominal stress, it is deduced that the crack opening has been largely elastic. Since the
nominal stress at failure is then forced to be of the elastic level, the combined conditions

may be described as "elastic-elastic." However, this term is not used because plane
strain is the conventional reference nomenclature. In effect, plane strain constraint was
retained to the point of fracture instability. Calculations of KIc (or Kid) may be made
to define the specific level of plane strain fracture resistance. The nominal engineering
stress level at the point of fracture will generally be less than 0.3 ay, for plane strain
fracture extension, due to a through-thickness crack of 2- to 3-T length. This is an im-
portant generalization of major consequence to engineering use of all plaxie strain metals,
i.e., those for which KIc or Kid can be measured for the section size of interest.

Elastic-plastic fracture signifies that significant plasticty is developed at the crack
tip, as indicated by plastic response of the COD gage. However, the nominal fracture
stress remains in the elastic range. In brief, the nomenclature signifies plastic flow at 0e
crack tip, due to constraint relaxation, of a degree thEa is sufficient to cause the nominal
fracture stress to rise from 0.3 ay, to the limit of ay,. Thi6i fracture state is also refer-
enced as Kc.

Plastic fracture signifies that the COD gage response is grossly plastic and that the
nominal stress for fracture extension is elevated to the plastic range. In other words,
plastic behavior is assured irrespective of crack size for the specific sectlon size of
interest.

U . .
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Metallurgical Aspects of Constraint Transitions

The foregoing discussions have emphasized that a specifiable condition of constraint
to plastic flow may be accepted or defeated by virtue of the intrinsic ductility of the
metal grain structure.

The desirable attribute of the grain structure is that it must resist the development
of microcracking under conditions of localized (to the crack tip) stresses of high intensity.
In other words, the grain stracture must respond to increasing levels of plane strain stress
intensity (KI) by continuing to activate slip systems within the grains, rather by than
initiating microscopic regions of inter- or intragrain separations.

The macromechanical behavior of (a) a small test specimen featuring a maximum-
constraint crack; (b) a large tensile-loaded plate featuring a crack of equivalent constraint;
and (c) a structure featuring such a crack will all be controlled equivalently by the metal
grain structure. The critical deciding factor in all three cases is the plastic flow curve of
a small volume of metal which resicies at the crack tip. Whether a huge structure such as
aý ship may be subject to fracture or is completely safe is decided by a microscopic volume
of metal.

The inference of these relationships is that the metallurgist may adjust the micro-
structure of the metal so as to provide for constraint-relaxation effects, for a specified
condition of imposed constraint. In othcr words, the structural behavior of a metal of
specified section size (specified maximum-constraint capacity) can be adjusted within
known limits.

The basic procedure for characterizing the fracture state of a metal and interpreting
structural performance is illustrated in Fig. 7. The example may be considered to involve

cTN
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Fig. 7--Engineering significance of constraint transitions, which are developed as a consequence of
temperature-induced increases in metal grain ductility.
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a structural steel of say 1.0-in. (25 mm) thickness. The characterization and structural-
interpretation problem for this exa.m:-.•. is to define the temperature range of the con-
straint transition for the steel and for the thickness involved.

We inay proceed to do this by two equivalent routes. One is to use a large plate
featuring a crack of maximum constraint (2 T or greater crack length). The dynamic-
load constraint transition (Kid to elastic-plastic) is the controlling factor for fracture ex-
tension of rate-sensitive n~etals. Thus, the loading of the steel plate must be applied by
impact.

If series of tests were conducted with increasing temperature, the results would be
expected to follow the On-temperature relationship shown in the figure. The temperature
scale is, in fact, a scale of increasing metal-grain microfracture ductility. Over a long
range of "low" temperatures, say -200 to 00F (-130 to 180C), there is little change in
the fracture stress level. This is the plane strain (KId) temperature re3gion, which signifies
that the imposed plane strain constraint was sufficient to cause cracking of the grains,
with a very small degree of localized deformation at the crack tip. Conversely ;tated,
grain ductility was insufficient to cause constraint relaxation. The fracture surfaces are
flat (brittle) with nil levels (essentially zero) of thickness reduction, i.e., of plane strain
fracture-mode.

At a critical temperature, specific to the steel and its section size, the effects of in-
creasing temperature in promoting slip of the metal grains are manifested. At this point,
metal ductility becomes sufficient to cause a small degree of constraint relaxation and the
elastic-plastic state is entered. Accordingly, the fracture stress begins to rise, and visible
evidence of lateral contraction is noted for the fracture surfaces. The first shear lips ap-
pear, indicating the start of mixed-mode fracture, characteristic of the elastic-plastic state.
The constraint transition is remarkably sharp and, for the cited thickness, the fracture-
extension stress is raised from less than 0.3 oys to 0.5 ary in a 30OF (17°C) temperature
span. It is then raised to yield-stress levels, with an additional temperature increment of
this order.

Obviously, it is not practical to conduct tests of large-plate type for metal character-
ization. A properly designed test specimen c- ,mall size serves the same parpose, pro-
vided the constraint conditions are equivalent, as described previously. A fracture-
mechanics test specimen of 1.0-in. (25-mm) section size sertees the purpose of following
the slight rise of fracture resistance in the plane strain temperature region. The data plot
will show a gradual rise of the KId curve with temperature increase. When the critical
temperature for constraint relaxation is reached, KId measurement is no longer possible.

In order to continue using a small specimen, it is necessary to measurc the fractare
behavior in terms of a ductility index. This measurement may be in terms of crack-tip
lateral contraction or fracture energy. Thus, the fracture mechanics KId type specimen
may be fractured and indexed in terms of ductility. However, the expense of preparing
a KId specimen is not justified. The low-cost Dynamic Tear (DT) specimen provides the
same information based on identical measurements of duct ity. The most practical meas-
urement is that of fracture energy for a standardized fracture-path length. The primary
requirement is that the fracture-path length should be sufficient to permit development
of the characteristic fracture mode, i.e., of approximately 2 T or greater lergth. (See
Fig. A8 in the appendix.)
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The reason that either KId or DT specimens may be used to provide an unequivocal
index of the constraint transition, in terms of fracture energy, is illustrated in Fig. 8. The
photographs illustrate the change in fracture mode, associated wi'h transitinn from plane
strain to high-level plastic fracture. The term "high lev'el" is used to deno ;e a full-slant,
highest ductility fracture.

DT KTC

44

PLASTIC

ý Rcrodu~c~dbic .av I" 1 Y

Fig. 8-Common features for the constraint transitions of
1.0-in. (25 mm) Kd- and DT-test specimens

Both specimens feature the same maximum-constraint crack (slit with sharpened
edge). Thus, they feature the same constraint capacity, as determined by the section
size. The metal-grain ductility response, to the identical mechanical-constraint system, is
necessarily the same.

The changes in fracture mode (see Fig. 7 schematic) are the result of progressively
increasing plastic deformation of the crack tip, consequent to the constraint transition.
The increased volume of metal which undergoes plastic deformation prior to fracture re-
suits in an increase in the fracture-energy reading as well as an increase n the degree of
lateral contraction. Thus, the fracture-energy sc, ,e of Fig. 7 (right side) *nay be used to
index a temperature vs energy curve, which has the same flat plus sharp-rise aspects of
the temperature vs on curve. The energy curve may be established easily by using the
DT specimen. The temperature range of the constraint relaxation, for the specific steel
and section size, is thus defined exactly by a simple test procedure.
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The fracture mode will change progressively from flat to full slant over the full
course of the constraint transition. Thus, the constraint transition may be indexed by
plotting percent of slant fracture vs temperature. This plot will show a transition from
zero (full flat) at plane strain levels, to 100% (full slant) at the completion of the transi-
tion, i.e., attainment of "shelf" temperatures. This degree of fracture-mode change is
characteristic of metals featuring high-level plastic-fracture states. Metals of lower levels
of plastic-fracture resistance will "shelf out" with retention of a partially flat central
region in the fracture surfaces.

The limiting degree of constraint relaxation determines if a metal is of high- or low-
shelf features. A corresponding difference in lateral contraction, or fracture energy "on
shelf," will result. These characteristics bear a close relationsaiip to each other since they
correspond directly to the degree of constraint relaxation. The important feature is that
these measurements provide a faithful index of the temperature course of the constraint
transition. The rapid rise in fracture energy (and the related fracture features) of either
KId or DT specimens index the entry into the elastic-plastic state with unequivocal clarity.

-From an engineering point of view, the essential characterization is that of the spe-
cific temperature region of the elastic-plastic transition. Very little is gained by small
increases in Kid value from very low temperatures to the temperature of constraint relaxa-
tion. The fracture-extension stress rises negligibly in the plane strain region. The exact
equivalence between the sharp rise in fracture-extension energy and the sharp rise in
fracture-extension stress is the important engineering aspect illustrated in Fig. 7.

Engineering practicality is achieved when the low-cost DT test is used to develop a
data bank of metal properties. The various engineering grades are thus classified as to
their characteristic constraint-transition temperatures, with due consideration of section
size. Most importantly, the microstructural features whifh are required to locate the
constraint transition at specific temperatures are accurately identified. Thus, it is feasible
to proceed with "designing" the metal to provide for specific structural requirements as
to lowest service temperatures.

The effects of increasing strength level, for all metals, is to cause a decrease in metal-
grain ductility. Thus, the curve in Fig. 7 may be considered to apply in reverse fashion.
With increased strength, there will be a drop from plastic to elastic-plastic and then to
plane strain fracture states.

The combined effects for steels are best illustrated by a tridimensional presentation,
Fig. 9. The vertical scale is the energy-scale reference of Fig. 7. It may also be considered
in terms of the relative-stress scale of this figure. Accordingly, it is the index of the con-
straint transition for a specific section size-say 1.0 in. (25 mm). The temperature and
yield-strength scales indicate the usual reference planes for plotting of constraint transi-
tions. The important point is that the strength transition for steels must be discussed in
terms of on-shelf properties, i.e., at the completion of the temperature-induced transition.
Note that the high strength steels feature small temperature effects.

Nonferrous metals are relatively insensitive to temperature effects. Thus, constraint
transitions develop only as the result strength-induced changes in metal grain ductility.
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Fig. 9-Three-dimensional aspects of temperature- and strength-
induced constraint transitions for steels. The notations refer to
frocture states (1) plane strain, (3) elastic-plastic, and (4) plastic.
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overloads the next, leading to its rupture

Fig. 10-Fracture-extension processes for and continuation of this process to total
plane strain and plastic fracture states. fracture.
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"The fracture extends by repetitive overloading of the crack-tip region. The nominal
elastic-stress fields of the structure are important because they represent the degree of
elastic extension of the long-range "spring system" and, therefore, the level of elastic
strain-energy available for continued fracture extension. Low-level elastic-stress fields
provide for sufficient release of elastic strain-energy of the low order required for plane
strain fracture. This is due to the small size of the plastic zones, which can only absorb
small amounts of energy. Thus, the usual structural-design elastic stress fields in the order
of 0.3 ays are sufficient to provide for continued unstable extension.

As the elastic-plastic region of the constraint transition is evolved, the plastic-zone
size is increased and larger amounts of energy are required for rupture. Rupturing of
these plastic zones, therefore, requires increased elastic strain-energy release, which can
be obtained only by raising the level of nominal stress. The extension process continues
to be unstable, i.e., controlled by the elastic strain-energy release, to the point that nomi-
nal stresses of yield magnitude are required.

The plastic-zone size eventually becomes too large for unstable fracture extension.
This condition is reached when the increasing constraint relaxation produces a plastic-
zone size that is not subject to rupture by release of elastic strain energy. At this point
the extension process cannot be induced or continued by elastic-stress fields. Stresses of
over-yield magnitude must then be applied, and the rate of fracture extension becomes
controlled by requirements to continually redevelop a plastic strain field, in advance of
the crack as it extends.

The constraint transition to high levels in the plastic region involves growth of con-
tinually larger plastic-strain fields. The features of the plastic-strain field, which must be
evolved prior to crack advancement, are illustrated by the condition termed "plastic en-
clave" in Fig. 10. Gross through-thickness yielding, which results in a dimple (lateral
contraction), must be developed in successive unit-increment rupture steps. Translation
of a fracture by such high-ductility unit-increment processes requires stress fields which
become of very high plastic level.

Section-Size Effects

The very sharp transition from the plane strain state to relatively high levels of the
elastic-plastic state, illustrated by Fig. 7, is characteristic of all section sizes. The pri-
mary effect of large increases in section size, say from 1.0 to 12 in. (25 to 300 mm), is
to develop a Ki1 or KId "transition." This type of transition does not represent a change
in fracture state, such as for a constraint transition. The terminology of "transition" is
used to indicate that a sharp rise in Ki1 or KId values is developed over a relatively nar-
row range of temperature or yield strength. The fracture state remains that of plane
strain. Thus, the proper descriptioa of this section-size effect is that it represents a plane
strain transition.

The engineering significance of the plane strain transition, developed by large section
sizes, is that the critical temperatures or strength levels for initiation of the constraint
transition are shifted. In other words, plane strain constraint is lost and elastic-plastic
fracture begins at higher temperatures or lower strength levels, as compared to thin sec-
tion sizes. The separation of thin and thick sections is best placed at approximately
1.0-in. (25 mm) thickness.
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Increases in section sizes in the order of 3 .0 to 12 in. (25 to 300 mm) result in very
large increases ip the constraint capacity of maximum-constraint cracks. That is, the size
of the B/2 dimension of the crack front is increased enormously with increases of section
sizes in this range. Thus, metal grain ductility is suppressed to higher temperatures and
lower yield strength.

Suppression signifies that plane strain conditions continue to apply, in the sense that
KIc or KId values can be measured. The relatively sharp increase in Kle and Kid values
connotes that there is a large increase in the plane strain plastic zone size. In effect, in-
creasing metal grain ductility in the plane strain transition region is difficult to suppress,
which is the reason for requiring large increases in section size to provide the requisite
constraint.

It should not be inferred that the plane strain transition signifies an increase in frac-
ture resistance which is equivalent to entering the constraint transition. It is not, because
plane strain measurements involve a fine-scale definition as to degree of brittleness. The
plane strain transition simply means that the measurement capacity is extended by in-
creased section size. Moreover, it does not mean that a thick-section metal is intrinsically
of higher plane strain fracture resistance than a thin-section metal. KIc or KId measure-
ment at the same temperature or strength level (provided both are valid by ASTM prac-
tices) will result in the same value for a thin specimen cut from a thick section.

The characteristic "four parts" of the temperature-transition curve for steels of very
thick section are illustrated in Fig. 11. The 6- to 12-in. (150 to 300 mm) DT-test energy
curves show a flat KId-related region (Part 1), followed by a modest rise in the Kid-
related plane-strain transition (Part 2), and then a very sharp rise in the constraint relaxa-
tion region (parts 3 and 4). The lower half of the constraint transition region locates the
elastic-plastic fracture state (Part 3) and the upper half relates to the plastic fracture-state
(Part 4).

The correlation to the Kid curve includes a designation of the minimum section sizes
(inches) that were required to track this curve experimentally. Note that tracking of the
KId transition required an increase in section size from 1.0 to 8.0 in. (25 to 200 mm) in
the range of 0 to 1200F (-18 to 50QC). At all temperat-re. balow 00 F (-18'C), KId
specimens of 1.0 in. (25 mm) or smaller were adequate f , track the low-slope portion of
the curve. This example clearly indicates the very large increases in constraint (B/2 crack-
front dimension) that are required to retain plane strain conditions in the plane strain
transition-temperature range.

Another aspect of note is the almost vertical rise of the KId curve as the constraint-
transition temperature for the 12-in. (300 mm) section size is approached. This observa-
tion indicates that further increases in section size would provide a negligible increase in
the temperature of KId measurement-a "wall-like" temperature limit is reached. In
effect, the metal grain structure is becoming "too ductile" for continued suppression to
plane strain levels, by increase in mechanical constraint. This is equivalent to stating that
the constraint requirement is increasing to a hypothetical "infinity," i.e., to infinite sec-
tion size.

The KI, curve for this same metal shows a similar exponential rise, displaced by ap-
proximately 70OF (40'C) to lower temperatures. The displacement is evidence of a
viscoplastic effect. At the low loading rates of K1c testing, time is allowed for slow
(viscous) plastic flow, i.e., the flow curve level is decreased and thus the effective metal
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Fig. 11-Characteristic four.part constraint-transition curve for a plate 12 in. (300 mm)
thick (A533-B steel), as defined by DT tests of full section size. The Kic and Kid
transitions are fully evolved in the toe region of the DT test curve. The ci:cled points
define the increase in section size required to track the Kic and Kid transitions. The Kic
and Kid data were evolved by Wessel. See Ref. 2 for a full description of test details and
additional references.

"stiffness" is decreased. It should be noted that the KId curve is the controlling factor
for rate-sensitive metals, as indicated by failure analyses of ships, pressure vessels, bridges,
etc.

The characteristic "three-part" temperature transition curves for section zizes in the
order of 0.6 to 1.0 in. (15 to 25 mm) is illustrated in Fig. 12. In this case, the plane
strain transition (Part 2) is essentially eliminated. This is due to the low constraint %A-
pacity of the 0.6-in. (15 mm) section size represented in the figure. For this low level of
constraint, it is possible to measure only the nearly flat region of the KId curve (Part 1).
The constraint transition (Parts 3 and 4) is developed with dramatic sharpness.

The experimental data of Figs. 11 and 12 are presented in generalized form in Fig.
13 (left side). In this case, the development of plane strain (KId) and constraint transi-
tions is the result of increasing metal grain ductility due to increasing temperature. The
generalized plot of section-size effects related to increasing metal grain ductility due to
decreasing yield strength is illustrated in the right side of Fig. 13. The Kjc scale is used
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Fig. 12-Characteristic constraint transition curve for conventional
mild steels of 0.6 in. (15 mm) section size. The Khl and DT test
scales are adjusted to provide a common plot in the toe region of
tLm DT curve. The dashed line indicates the start of plastic COD
and lateral contraction for the KIc test.
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Fig. 13--Characteristic constraint-transition curves for small and very
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and strength induced transitions. Increasing the section size results in
the shifts noted by the dashed lines.
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to denote that the effects are common to steels as well as to the non-rate-sensitive non-
ferrous metals (aluminum and titanium alloys). The figure illustrates that a family of
transition curves will develop, within the range of the two limiting curves, as the section
size is increased from small to very large dimensions.

Engineering Significance of Plane Strain Transition

Discussions of plane strain transition effects in the scientific literature have centered
on plotting the sharp rises in Kic and Kid values that may be developed for thick-section
metal >1.0 in. (25 mm). By using an expanded Ki-scale, and omitting data as to the re-
mainder of the transition to the elastic-plastic state, the curves present the impression of
large increases in fracture resistance. By additional magnification of the scale, the curve
may be shown to rise as the plane strain limits of 1.0-in. (25 mm) section sizes are
reached.

While these plots are defensible for scientific reasons of demonstrating the exact
measurement of plane strain properties, they have led to engineering confusion. In brief,
the engineering field has misread the true significance of the plots. They do not demon-
strate increases in fracture resistance to attractive levels. Conversely, they document dif-
ferences which are of minor engineering significance.

Fracture-mechanics calculations define that the development of a plane strain transi-
tion, for the case of thick sections, has a minor effect on the form of the fracture-
extension stress curve for through-thickness cracks shown in Fig. 7. The following
summations are of major engineering importance.

o The fracture-extension stress level for the plane strain state does not exceed 0.3
Uys, irrespective of section size.

* Increasing Kic or KId values to the constraint-capacity limit of the section size
(highest measurable value) increases fracture-extension stresses only in the range of <0.1
to 0.3 uy, as the maximum limit.

* The plane strain state always provides for catastrophic fracture extension at usual,
nominal design stress levels of 0.3 to 0.5 ays.

* Protection from fracture extension through usual structural stress fields can be
attained only by entering the elastic-plastic fracture state. The reason is indicated by the
sharp rise of the fracture-extension stress to >0.5 uy in the elastic-plastic region.

* The plane strain state is always unacceptable, if design requirements include posi-
tive prevention of catastrophic fracture.

By 1950, it was known (from ship fracture studies) that small arc-strikes could cause
a pop-in to a through-thickness crack condition. Catastrophic fracture-extension then
evolved through the entire structure, despite the lcw nominal stress levels used for con-
servative design, in accordance with ship design Rules. At the same time Robertson CAT
tests established that the fracture-extension stress in the plane strain region could be as
low as 5 to 8 ksi (2 to 4 kg/mm 2 ), i.e., below the normal design level of 0.3 Uys. These
tests also indicated the rise in fracture stress illustrated in Fig. 7 for the elastic-pAastic
temperature region. Since 1950 fracture mechanics has evolved analytical procedures
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which are summarized in the above listing. These are obviously in agreement with 1950
knowledge.

The 1950 solution to catastrophic problems is perfectly valid today. It involved the
application of criteria which would document the use of metals featuring elastic-plastic
properties-of at least 0.5 ays fracture-extension levels.

Numerical Definition of Constraint Capacity

Constraint capacity is best referenced to the plane strain state. In a general sense,
the term means the capacity of a crack front for preventing constraint relaxation. Con-
versely stated, it means the capacity for enforcing plane strain conditions, i.e., essentially
nil-levels of lateral contraction across the crack front.

The usual definition given in the fracture mechanics literature is, "the capacity of
the crack front for enforcing a plastic-zone size which is very small in relation to the sec-
tion size." This definition is best understood in terms of a plastic zone developed at the
crack front of a Kic specimen. If a KIc (or Kid) value can be measured, then the plastic
zone is very small because plane strain conditions apply. When constraint relaxation
evolves, the plastic zone size increases rapidly and eventually becomes very large in rela-
tion to the section size.

The idealized mathematical definition of plane strain plastic zone size (rp) is given
by the formula

KI e 2 o r= _1 ( K I d \ 2
rp = ku%-i I or

where ays signifies the static (slow-loading) yield strength and Oyd represents the dynamic-
load value. As an approximation, Uyd = Oys + 30 ksi for steels of low- ox intermediate-
Uys levels. The important point is that the KlIc]ys or KId/Uyd ratio is the factor which
defines plastic-zone size, i.e., ductility. The limit ratio which can be measured for a spe-
cific section size represents the limit plastic-zone size (constraint capacity) of the plane
strain state, for the section size.

It has been determined experimentally that the limit of plane strain measurement is
conservatively indicated by the following relationship to section size:

B (KIt 2B => 2.5 _j

where B is the crack-front breadth for a Kic specimen, i.e., the section size T, expressed
in inches.

For example, a constraint capacity with ratio value of 1.0 is developed by a section
size of 2.5 in. (62 mm). If the section size is less than this size, the constraint capacity
becomes inadequate to measure ratio 1.0 values and constraint relaxation evolves.

i.
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The plane strain limit, expressed as a ratio, defines the constraint capacity of the
section size. Table 1 lists the plane strain limit ratios for various section sizes, in entry
systems that provide for reference in discussions to follow.

Table 1

Section Size vs Ratio-Limit Relationships

Section Size Ratio Limit*

(in.) - (mm) (ksi Viin/ksi)

SECTION SIZE AS ENTRY REFERENCE

0.1 2.5 0.20
0.2 5 0.28
0.3 8 0.35
0.4 10 0.40
0.5 13 0.45
1.0 25 0.63

1.5 40 0.8
2.0 50 0.9
3.0 75 1.1

6.0 180 1.5
10.0 250 2.0

RATIO AS ENTRY REFERENCE

Section SizeRatio Limit* ........
(ksi N/7i7./ksi) (in.) (-mm)

0.1 0.03 0.6
0.2 0.1 2.5
0.3 0.2 6
0.4 0.4 10
0.5 0.63 16
0.63 1.0 25

1.0 2.5 64
1.5 6 142
2.0 10 254
2.5 16 386

*See ksi /•. conversion to metric scales, Fig. Al (appendix).
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The above-described generalizations of the relationships between increased metal
ductility (due to temperature or strength level etkccts) and mechanical constraint (pro-
vided by specific section sizes), were defined during the late 1960's. The practical impli-
cations to engineering fracture control plans are of major scope.

The ratio limit for the section size has four engineering interpretations:

1. It represents the limit of plane strain measurement for the section size.

2. It indexes the critical temperature or strength level for the plane strain to elastic-
plastic, fracture-state transition.

3. It indicates that relatively small additional increases in temperature, or decreases
in yield strength, have extraordinarily potent effects on fracture resistance. The change
in fracture resistance is in the nature of a step function (sharp rise) at these reference
points.

4. Low-reliability plane strain criteria for fracture control plans are convertible to
high reliability elastic-plastic criteria, within the span of these temperature increments or
strength decreases.

The critical step-function temperatures and strength levels, which relate to elastic-
plastic transition for the section size, can be shifted within rather broad limits by aajust-
ments in metallurgical quality.

Test Methods Featuring Definable Constraint Capacities

The various types of ASTM-standardizrd fracture-mechanics tests are specifically
designed for meeting plane strain constraint conditions. Thus, the constraint capacity is
defined by the formula and tables presented above.

The procedure for calculation of critical surface-crack depth vs stress relationships,
is based on analyses which assumes constraint conditions of plane strain levels. A graph-
ical illustration of these relationships is presented in Fig. 14, in terms of crack depth and
relative stress, for a range of plane-strain Kic/oys (or Kid/cyd) fracture-resistance levels.
The section-size scales at the top of the figure indicate the minimum B dimensions for
measurement of specific ratio values.

The plot suggests that specimens featuring surface cracks may be used to determine
Kic and Kid, subject to the limitations that the plane strain constraint capacity of the
crack is not exceeded. The limitations are that the crack should not exceed 0.6 T depth;
the noted fracture stress should not exceed ay.; and the COD-gage response should be
elastic. This procedure is used experimentally, particularly in the aerospace industry, but
has not been included in the ASTM standard practices, which are based solely on the use
of maximum-constraint edge cracks. The reabon is that the described procedures require
expert knowledge in determining that plane strain constraint capacities of the surface
cracks are not exceeded.

The Ke-testing procedure represents the extension of fracture-mechanics principles
into the elastic-plastic state. The Kc tests, which are not standardized at this time, are
used primarily for specimens of sheet thickness. The problem is the requirement for
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defining a sheet width, in relation to the size of a through-thickness crack, which results
in determination of a valid KC value. The required sheet width increases rapidly with
increase of the KC value. Tests for metal of plate thickness would require the use of very
large specimens-equal to commercial plate sizes. Obviously, this is not a practical pro-
cedure. Thus, other approaches must be used to characterize the elastic-plastic (K.) frac-
ture state. The only practical approach is to characterize constraint relaxation (K,) con-
ditions in terms of unattainable plane strain ratio values for the section size, as described
below. This is simply a convenient means for continued reference to a standardized scale
of known significance (plane strain).

Constraint relaxation of sufficient degree to cause nominal stresses to exceed yield
should evolve when

B < 1.0 (Kic/oys) 2

B < 1.0 (Kld/Oyd) 2

This conservative estimate of the "yield criterion" indicates that a secti3n size which is
less than 112.5 (0.4) of the minimum size for plane strain constraint results in exceeding
yield stress for fracture extension. This is the constraint insufficiency criterion for attain-
ing the plastic-fracture state. It is generally considered to be highly conservative.

In order to appreciate the meaning of this criterion, the reader should visualize
measurement of a Kic/ays ratio value using the minimum required size. Then the speci-
men is reduced in thickness (say by machining) &o that the section size is 0.4, or less, of
the original size. The yield-criterion degree of constraint insufficiency is then attained.
In practice, correlations to other tests of definable constraint are used to determine when
the insufficiency level is attained. This is only one of the many roles that must be as-
sumed by other tests because of fundamental or practical restrictions on the use of exist-
ing fracture-mechanics tests.

The direct use of fracture-mechanics KI, or KId tests fou purposes of defining the
plane strain limit for the section size is prohibitively expensive. The tests cannot be used
directly for definition of the yield-point criterion because the ratio values involved are
not measurable.

At this point we shall dismiss consideration of other tests which are not fully ra-
tional in terms of generalized fracture mechanics theory. At a minimum, any attempt at
correlation to fracture mechanics tests should be based on use of test specimens of de-
finoble plane strain constraint capacity.

The two practical engineering tests which meet this requirement are as follows:

Dynamic Tear - DT The geometric features of this test are the same as those of a
side-bend, edge-cracked KIc or KId test specimen. Thus, the constraint capacity is de-
finable by the thickness dimension, as is the case for fracture-mechanics test specimens.
The NRL-standardized specimens (see Fig. A4 in the appendix) of 0.6 and 1.0-in. (15
and 25 mm) thickness, feature a KIc/cxys (or Kid/Oyd) constraint capacity of ratio 0.5 to
0.6, respectively. However, the DT test may be conducted in any size of interest, and
the constraint capacity involved is definable in all cases.
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Drop Weight - NDT The fixed crack size of this test provides an effective Kid/Uyd
constraint capacity of approximately 0.5 ratio. (See discussion in Part 3.)

The other engineering test which meets constraint-definability requirements is the
Robertson test. The dynamic extension of a crack, through a plate oi specified thick-
ness, provides for KId/Uyd definition. For example, a 1.0-in. (25 mm) plate tested by
the Robertson technique represents a Kid/oyd constraint capacity of 0.6 ratio. The
general form of the Robertson Crack-Arrest Temperature (CAT) curve is represented by Fig.
7. The lower toe of the CAT curve is the plane strain (KId) region and the elastic-plastic
region is the rising part of the CAT curve. In fact, the Robertson test is used specifically
to determine the temperature range of elastic-plastic constraint transition for a specified
section size. The CAT curve is defined by tracking the fracture-extension stress curve to
the yield criterion (FTE) point.

In practice, Robertson-type tests are usually conducted at a fixed nominal stress
of 0.5 ys. Several specimens are tested over a range of temperatures until frac-
ture arrest is developed. The temperature of fracture arrest is then the 0.5 ys
CAT.

The primary problem of the Robertson test is the cost of testing. A low-cost solution for
definition of CAT curves is provided by DWT-NDT and DT tests, as will be described.

The Charpy V (Cv) test features an arbitrary notch and geometry of undefinable
constraint capacity. Any attempt to modify this test to fully meet fracture mechanics
rationality requirements results in a configuration which is equivalent to a small DT test.
In other words, it then becomes a part of the DT-test family as to geometry and test
procedures.

Crack Opening Displacement (COD) tests are basically side-bend-type KIc tests car-
ried into the elastic-plastic and plastic range. The constraint capacity of the specimens
is defined by the section size. The measurement index is the plastic displacement (open-
ing) of the crack at the point of fracture extension. Other COD procedures involve meas-
urements of lateral contraction at the crack tip.

In effect, a COD curve would follow the course of the dashed line, which deviates
from the KI, curve, as shown in Fig. 12 for the temperature-transition case. The proce-
dure has not been extended to include dynamic loading, for reasons of experimental dif-
ficulties related to dynamic measurement of the COD index. For the case of the strength
transition, the COD measurements wvould follow the course of curves in the elastic-plastic
and plastic regions (Parts 3 and 4), noted iv. Fig. 13.

It should be noted that present research, which focuses on development of tests for
indexing the elastic-plastic and plastic fracture states, is aimed at eventually evolving an
analytical capability of the type shown !n Fig. 14. This is a long-range goal, and such
capabilities are not to be expected for at least a decade, if feasible. The following proce-
dures are in competition:

"* Kc tests

"B COD tests
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"* J-integral tests

"* Finite element analyses-reduced to test practices.

All of these focus on defining a "singularity," that is, an index value which charac-
terizes the metal. The value would then be used for analytical calculations. The problem
is that there is presently no scientific base for such calculations.

The KIc calculations are based on the Ki1 singularity. The calculations are made on
assumption of two-dimensional linear-elastic (purely elastic) stress fields in advance of
the crack tip. The plastic case is nonlinear and must be treated as a three-dimensional
matrix model. In brief, it is an exceedingly complex mathematical problem. One of the
major complexities is that the plastic conditions are spatially dependent, that is to say,
they depend on the crack-extension path to the point of establishing the characteristic
fracture mode of the metal. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 by the notation "increasing
resistance."

The J-integral approach focuses on the use of a series of Kic-like specimens featuring
different crack depths. The test procedures are in the very early stages of development.
One of the J-integral objectives is to establish the energy-absorption features of the plas-
tic enclave illustrated in Fig. 10. This is the index parameter of interest.

It should be noted that the DT specimen has been used to develop an index value
of plastic fracture resistance, in R-curve terms. This is the slope of the fracture-energy
cuLrve determined by testing DT specimens of various fracture-path lengths - see Ref. 2.

PART 3. METAL CHARACTERIZATION AND SELECTION PROCEDURES
FOR TEMPERATURE-TRANSITION PROBLEMS

General Requirements

The constraint transition for low- and intermediate-strength steels evolves as a con-
sequence of temperature-irduced changes in metal grain ductility. Thus, fracture-state
transitions must be related to the temperature scale. The specific temperature range of
the consthaint transition may vary over wide limits-above, within, and below ambient
service temperatures. These effects are intrinsic to the quality of the metal grain struc-
ture. The effects of section size are of two types:

* Mechanical effects due to changes of constraint

o Metallurgical effects due to changes in metal grain ductility.

rhese two effects interact to determine the specific temperature range of the con-
stra nt transition, for a specific section size.

The development of fracture control plans requires sequential definition of (a) struc-
tural i'equirements expressed in terms of an appropriate fracture-state criterion, (b) selec-
tion ef metal which meets the desired criterion at specified lowest service temperatures
and for the section size(s) of interest; and (c) purchasing to specifications which provide
statistical guarantee that the criterion is met.
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The fracture control plan requirements thus focus on the use of standardized frac-
ture tests, which document that the selected criterion is met at the lowest service tem.
perature of the structure.

Fracture-Test Characterization of Metal Properties

The requirements for using standardized fracture tests evolve from practical engi-
neering and contractual reasons. An additional requirement is that test costs should be
the minimum attainable for the intended purpose. In general, these requirements dictate
the use of relatively small, economical test specimens. The size limitation demands that
the standardized test be interpretable to fracture-state transitions of aný other section
size of interest. The interpretability factor is the crucial element which determines test
rationality.

The standardized test specimen is cut to the specified dimensions from the section
size of interest. The characterization of metal quality, in terms of the constraint transi-
tion temperature, is made in relation to the standardized section size. Since 0,e constraint
capacity of the test specimen is known, adjustments may then be made to represent the
effects of increasing constraint capacity to the limit imposed by the section size used in
the structure.

For example, if the section size is that of a 3.0-in. (75 mm) plate, a 0.6. or 1.0-in.
(15 or 25 mm) DT specimen may be cut from the plate. The temperature range of the
constraint transition for these standardized section sizes serve as the metal quality charac-
terization reference. The constraint-transition temperature range is then adjusted (shifted)
by a small temperature increment At to represent the true transition-temperature range
for the 3.0-in. (75 mm) thickness. The adjustment procedure is of utmost simplicity.

The reason for using DT specimens of 0.6. and 1.0-in. (15 and 25 mm) section size
is that these fall into the lower range of the most widely used thicknesses for structural
purposes. The two standardized specimens index the true transition-temperature range
directly for section sizes in the range of 0.6 to 1.0 in. (15 to 25 mm). A small difference
in the order of 10'F (5°C) is developed between these two section sizes. It is difficult
to detect, since the test-data reproducibility is of the same order; ordinarily, the curves
superimpose. Adjustments of thickness effects to 2.0- and 3.0-in. (50 and 75 mm) sec-
tiorn size, involve small upward shifts of the constraint-transition temperature curve, in
the order of 20 to 40°F (10 to 22 0C).

Metal of very thick section, say 6 to 12 in. (150 to 300 mm), presents a special case
for two reasons:

* The adjustments for the constraint transition-temperature range become more
significant; 80 to 120°F (45 to 650C).

0 Through-thickness gradients in the fracture propcrties of the metal grain structure
may be present.

If it is determined that the through-thickness properties of the thick section metal
are uniform, it is then possible to apply accurate adjustment procedures over the full
range of 1.0 to 12 in. (25 to 300 nim). The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 15. The
figure includes limited samplinig for plates of 6 and 12 in. (150 and 300 mm) section
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Fig. 15-Section size effects, represented by a family temperatures at which dynamic
of transition curves which bear a fixed At relation- plane strain constraint is lost and
ship to each other. By locating a criterion's Index constraint relaxation begins. The
point on the absolute temperature scale, the entire temperature points of rise into
matrix is located appropriately. the elastic-plastic region are noted

for 0.6-, 3.0-, 6.0- and 12.0-in.
(15, 75, 150, and 300 mm) section sizes. A conservative estimate of the yield-criterion
temperatures for the various section sizes is provided by the midpoints of the DT test
energy curve, noted by the squares.

The family of curves represents a At matrix which references the mechanical effects
of section size. Differences in metal quality cause a shift of the total matrix up or down
the temperature scale. The metal characterization objective is to locate the matrix at the
correct position in the temperature scale, i.e., its absolute scale position for the metal
involved.

Since the At relationships are fixed, the true temperature-scale location of the matrix
may be determined by reference to either of the two reference criteria (circles or square
points) for any section size. The specific criterion point that is selected is defined as 'he
"entry point" for the matrix. It is the point which is indexed to the true temperature
scale and, therefore, locates the matrix as a whole.

The practicality of the entry point selection now comes into consideration:
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0 We may dismiss any type of entry point which requires use of large section sizes
as not feasible for usual engineering characterization purposes.

a Routine testing using small Kid specimens is prohi .itively expensive. Moreover,
it is not possible to evolve a distinct entr; point by this procedure, as explained below.

At all temperatures below the plane strain limit for small section sizes, the Kid curve
is nearly flat and the Kid values are common for all conventional structural grades. In

4• other words, a curve determined for one steel is reproduced by all others in this range of
plane strain constraint level. It is not possible to determine an entry-point reference
which characterizes the steel from a "nearly flat" curve. At a minimum, the Kid curve
must be followed to the point that it shows a distinct plane strain transition rise (upward
curvature). This determination requires the use of Kid specimens in excess of 1.0-in. (25
mm) section size, as noted in Fig. 15.

The most practical way of entering the reference matrix is to establish the specific
temperature range of the elastic-plastic transition (Part 3), using a test specimen of small
section size. The 0.6- or 1.0-in. (15 or 25 mm) DT specimen curve serves this purpose.
All other Part 3 curves are then located at their appropriate position in the temperature
scale by At adjustment.

The rising part of the DT-test energy curve for the 0.6-in. (15 mm) specimen denotes
the full course oi the constraint transition. The midpoint of the DT energy curves pro-
vides a reliable and conservative index of the temperature at which yield-criterion condi-
tions are met. Thus, the "square point" for the first (lowest temperature) curve of the
reference matrix is equivalent to the Robertson CAT curve end-point at yield-stress levels
(FTE), for this section size. This point of the DT curve may be determined with ease.
Because of the steepness of the curve for conventional mild steels (see Fig. 12), the selec-
tion of a point of moderately higher or lower position will result in negligible differences
in the feference temperature.

The bold arrow in Fig. 15 denotes the temperature region of critical engineering
interest for section sizes in the order of 0.6 to 1.0 in. (15 to 25 mm). Note that it
represents the temperature region for start of the constraint transition for these section
sizes, as well as the temperature for development of the plane strain transition for larger
section sizes; the two events are related. Increasing metal grain ductility which causes
constraint relaxation for these "intermediate" section sizes will require a large increase in
section size, in order to maintain plane strain constraint. In other words, the plane strain
transition curve must begin to rise sharply above this point because metal grain ductility
is increasing sharply. This effect is well understood by metallurgists in terms of a critical
temperature range Te which activates slip systems within the grains. It then becomes
very difficult to suppress metal ductility by increasing the constraint capacity of the
mechanical system.

The significance of the NDT-temperature entry point is derived from the specific
size of the surface crack that is developed by the brittle-weld bead of the DWT. The
constraint capacity of the test is thus defined by the standardized crack size. The DWT
develops a sharp transition from "break" to "no break" within a 10OF (50 C) temperature
interval. The transition to no-break provides definite evidence of constraint relaxation,
i.e., exceeding the constraint-capacity limit of the crack. This fact is most evident at 10
to 200 F (5 to 100C) above the NDT temperature, by the grossly deformed appearance
of the crack border (see Fig. A7 in the appendix).
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The no-break performance is first evolved at the temperature that KId specimens are
developing KId/ayd ratios of 0.4 to 0.6. The effect, - constraint capacity is thus defined
as of approximately 0.5 ratio limit. It should be not ,d that the plane strain transition
evolves rapidly above the NDT temperature. Thus, mu ch larger cracks would be required
to develop fracture at temperatures significantly higher than the NDT temperature.

The unusual reproducibility of the NDT determination ±100 F (±5 0 C) is best under-
stood in terms of an effective constraint capacity which indexes the start of the plane
strain constraint transition. In brief, the NDT temperature pinpoints the start of the rise
in the Kid curve noted by the bold arrow of Fig. 15. As such, it provides an excellent
reference point for locating the true temperature-scale position of the matrix curves shown
in the figure. Cost aspects have been cited in presenting a case for Cv-test correlation
"fixes" which could provide an entry index for the subject matrix. The problems asso-
ciated with Cv-test correlations are discussed in Part 5. At this point we shall simply
refer to Cv costs as a known reference.

The cost effectiveness of locating the matrix curves on the temperature scale by
means of the DWT-NDT temperature as the index point or by the DT midcurve tempera-
ture as the index point is closely similar. Both procedures entail costs in the same order
as testing six to 10 Cv specimens. Thus, cost considerations do not enter into deducing
the relative merits of these tests in comparison to Cv-test procedures. The only deciding
issue is the significance of the data.

Statistical Aspects of Metal Quality

It should not be assumed that the characterization of a particular grade of structural
steel is accomplished by testing a single plate to determine the temperature scale location
of the constraint-transition curve. There must be statistical testing to determine the tem-
perature range of metal-quality variance. For example, the NDT-temperature point and
the "square" point denoting the yield-criterion temperature (FTE) may vary statistically
(but always in close relation to each other) on the order of at least ±20°F (±+10C) from
the mean. This estimate is specific to high quality steels subjected to "best" control
practices as to chemistry, etc. The statistical range may be doubled for low-cost metal of
"open" specification. Thus, statistical testing is required to reasonably define the "high
end of the population" temperature. This is the reference temperature that should be
entered in enegineering tables for the steel grade and thickness involved. Only one tem-
perature needs to be recorded. This may be reported as

* The high-end temperature for the NDT of the steel grade

a the high-end temperature for the yield criterion of the steel grade

o the high end for the midtemperature between the NDT and the yield-criterion
points. This is the half-CAT temperature, which represents the 0.5 ays point of Fig. 7.

While these points bear a definable relationship, the last (half-CAT) reference point
is the most significant criterion for general engineering reference. Expressed statistically
as the temperature for reliably ensuring that most of the population meets the 0.5 ys
criterion for fracture extension, it provides for the following direct interpretations in
steel selection:

LLI• •.,] , , ,' -" - : , -
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0 It ensures that catastrophic fracture extension cannot evolve, irrespective of crack
sizes that may be present. Since design practices focus on the use of 0.2- to 0.4-ays
levels* (for other reasons), arrest protection is always present. The engineer can then
simply forget about crack sizes provided that conditions of geometric instability are not
involved (see discussions of compliant structures).

@ The selection of the steel is then most economical because excessive levels of frac-
ture resistance are precluded. For most structural applications (ships, bridges, pressure
vessels) the 0.5-uy, criterion is fully sufficient. Meeting of the yield criterion is an ex-
cessive requirement, if the metal features a reasonably high shelf.

Analysis of the shelf-level question is ordiDiXily required only for steels of greater
than 60 to 70 ksi (42 to 50 kg/mm 2) yield stiength. The conventional as-rolled or nor-
malized structural grades may generally be excluded from the question of shelf. The
commercial Q&T steels, of 70 to 110 ksi (,50 to 78 kg/mm 2 ) yield strength, require shelf
analysis. This question is treated n Part 5.

Loading-Rate Factors

The foregoing discussions centered on fracture-extension aspects of transition-
temperature questions. These aspects are the primary considerations for prevention of
catastrophic fracture. However, much has been written in the scientific literature with
respect to

o Use of KIc rather than Klid plane strain parameters for metal-characterization data
and design criteria

o Use of critical surface-crack-size calculations, based on either Kic or Kid, as scien-
tific approaches to design problems.

At the outset, we shall acknowledge that all scientific aspects of plane strain fracture
mechanics have been properly presented. The problem is that the engineering assumptions
are totally incorrect. There is no need to belabor this aspect; a listing of points of issue
derived from fracture mechanics will document the scientific aspects. The listing provides
dismally adverse predictions as to reliability, as follows:

* The Kid properties of the base metal generally determine whether catastrophic
fracture evolves. The KIc properties of the base metal cannot be relied on because of
local metallurgical and iocal stress conditions in structures.

0 For example, the Kic values of regions, such as surround a simple arc-strike or
welds, are not those of the base metal. The hardened material may feature very much
lower Kic-values-as low as can be measured. The presence of nonmetallic inclusions in
the steel provides similar circumstances; cracking of the inclusion is equivalent to metal
pop-in for very low Kic values, etc.

*Stress "allowables" vary wvith the type of structure and refinements in design practices. Complex
structures, such as ships, feature lower allowable than relatively simple pressure vessels. The range of
0.2 to 0.4 0ys reflects the usual "aim," within the allowable limits for structures.
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0 Thus, a base metal of, say 1.5 Kic/Iys ratio value, can be "transformed" to 0.2
KIc/ays ratio value, in these local regions. The KI, pop-in conditions for the assumed
1.5 and the true 0.2 ratio values may be analyzed by reference to Fig. 14. The effects
are enormous.

* For the above reasons, the "loading-rate effect" which leads to using the Kid
parameter is not necessarily related to rates of strut rural loading. The crucial loading
rate is that of the crack-tip pop-in. The sudden separation of a few metal grains means
that dynamic loading rates apply thereafter, in controlling fracture extension. Kid always
controls fracture extension, irrespective of initiation conditions.

* It is concluded that the use of KIc parameter values for statically loaded struc-
tures, say bridges, ships, pressure vessels, etc., is untenable. There is sufficient evidence
of catastrophic failure of such structures due to local metallurgical conditions described
above to document this fact.

* KI, measurement for toe World War II ship failures would document static elastic-
plastic properties at the failure temperature. That is, the KIc measurement could not be
made. This applies even for the case of ships, which failed at the dock or on the ways
before launching, due to arc strikes. Similar situations could be documented extensively
for bridges, pressure vessels, etc.

o The concept of using something "between" the static and dynamic Kic-KId values
is an illusion. Loading rates may be varied for KI, testing (known as Kj experiments),
however, the test values orovide no basis for engineering use.

* The controlling ,ocal stress level in structures is not the usually referenced nominal
stress used in the scientific literature. The critical sizes of surface cracks, for the unavoid-
ably present local stresses of high level, are exceedingl, minute. Figure 14 presents these
relationships and, therefore, all of the adverse predictions that evolve therefrom.

The above points explain the reasons for discussion in this section, based on dynamic
fracture-extension properties. Our concern has centered on fracture control (prevention)
plans-not abstract idealizations of structural conditions.

Considerations for Compliant Structures

There are broad varieties of metal.type/structure-type combinations on which
fracture-safe design must be based for precluding the extension of unstable (plane strain)
fracture. Thus, metals of elastic-plastic and/or plastic fracture properties provide the
essential solution. However, there are special situations of metai-type/structure-type
combinations for which it is important to consider differences in the level of resistance
to plastic fracture.

A large and growing fraction of the structural metals in engineering use may feature
low or intermediate levels of resistance to the propagation of plastic fracture. In effect,
the fracture-extension stress is restricted to low, barely over-yield levels. These features
may be described as "low shelf" for the case of steels and "low tearing energy" as a
more general description, which applies to all metals. Such characteristics are intrinsic
to metallurgical grain-structure factors which control microfracture processes. The low-
shelf steels are influenced significantly by increasing temperature only to the point that
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the shelf condition is attained. The full course of the constraint transition is from plane
strain through elastic-plastic and then to "low-shelf" plastic fracture states.

Since the low-shelf steels are neither brittle nor highly ductile, the engineer is con-
fronted by an in-between state of semiductile fracture. The basic problem for the semi-
ductile state is that of possible fracture extension by low-energy tearing. Whether or not
fracture may result by the extension of a low-energy tear requires consideration of the
type of structure in terms of localized force systems. There are two basic types of
structures-rigid and compliant. Rigid structures have limited force capability for release
of elastic strain energy, generally sufficient only for fracture extension involving relatively
brittle (plane strain) metals. Compliant structures may feature high force capability and
total energy, sufficient to cause fracture extension for relatively ductile metals.

Aluminum and titanium alloys are generally characterized by low to intermediate
levels of resistance to tear extension, except for the lowest strength levels. The low-
strength steels generally feature high levels of tear resistance (high shelf), except for con-
ditions of excessively preferential alignment of inclusions (e.g., weak directions of rolled
or forged products). The intermediate-strength steels pres,,it a special case deserving de-
tailed explanation (see Part 5). These metals may feature shelf levels of high, intermediate,
or very low type (see discussion of corridor quality in Part 4).

There is a wide gamut of potential engineering failure conditions which involve the
development of geometric instability. In general, these are conditions that result from
high-compliance response to the load system. An example is the development of a flaw
for internally pressurized vessels or piping, of sufficient length to cause localized bulging
in the flaw area. The consequent, localized plastic loads acting on the flaw ends can
cause fracture extension for metals of plastic-fracture properties. The difference in flaw
length that can lead to such extension is related to the level of plastic-fracture ruistance.
The specific level is characterizable in terms of the R-curve slope of the metal; see Ref. 2.

Very large differences in the critical flaw length (inches to feet, for initiating continued
tear extension would be represented by major differences in .4 curve slopes. The R-curve
slope is an index of the plastic-enclave size described in Fig. 10. The significant factor is
the "increase in resistance," noted in the figure, for fracture extension.

These aspects apply in a most important manner for gas transmission pipelines. In
this case, the engineering consideration is the reduction in the fracture-extension velocity
to the point that the gas-pressure release occurs at a rate sufficient for unloading of the
hoop stress acting on the propagating tear. Low-slope R-curve metals may be expected
to permit relatively high rates of fracture extension, while high-slope R-curve metals
should decrease this rate dramatically, leading to fail-safe conditions. The engineering
problem is the definition of the adequate (minimum) R-curve features which provide for
fracture arrest (by pressure release), for the specific diameter and pressurization level of
the pipe. Correlations between full-scale burst tests and laboiatory test definitions of
R-curve features are required.

Exact definitions should be possible by the use of full-thickness DT tests for R-curve
slope determinations. An additional advantage of the DT test is that it defines the exact
temperature of transition to shelf levels, for the thickness involved. R-curve slope rela-
tionships to structural requirements are discussed in a previous report (2). Engineering
interpretaticns are provided by the Instability Analysis Diagram (IAD) which is indexed
to the DT-derived R-curve slope scale. The structural force-system is defined in terms of
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hoop stress vs crack length parameters. Thus, a direct relationship is established between
metal properties and structural requirements.

PART 4. METAL CHARACTERIZATION AND SELECTION PROCEDURES

FOR STRENGTH-TRANSITION PROBLEMS

Strength-Induced Constraint Transitions

The prior discussions focused on temperature-induced transitions in fracture state.
The scientific and engineering rationality for reference to the temperature scale have been
made evident.

Discussions to follow foqus on the case of metals for which the fracture-state transi-
tions evolve as a consequence of changes in strength level, i.e., are strength induced.

The factors of similarity and/or differences in characterization practices are as

follows:

Temperature-induced

o The fracture-state transition is "tracked" across its pertinent temperature range
using a test specimen of specified mechanical constraint capacity. A series of test speci-
mens cut from the steel of interest suffices for this characterization--all that has to be
varied is the test temperature.

o The test variable is temperature because metal grain ductility changes with tem-
perature. Metal quality is deduced by the intrinsic temperature range Ulf the constraint
transition.

Strength-induced

p The fracture-state transition is "tracked" across its pertinent strength range using

a specimen of specified constraint capacity. Test specimens are cut from samples of the
metal of interest, which have been heat treated to appropriate strength levels.

* The test variable is strength because metal grain ductility changes with strength
level. Metal quality is deduced by the intrinsic strength range of the constraint transition.

The fracture research literature generally avoids discussions of fracture-state transi-
tion in terms of relationship to temperature and strength scales. The reason is that the
focus is primarily on the effects of changing constraint for a specific metal sample, i.e.,
on mechanics. However, the most elemental aspect of fracture control planning, is that
of trade-off analysis between available metals. Thus we arrive at a most important
generalization:

Metal selection must be based on meeting structurally required fracture-state
criteria at particular service temperatures or particular strength levels. Refer-
ence to the fracture-state quality of the metal in terms of temperature and
strength scales is the only basis by which direct rational connections may be
made to the structural requirements.
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In brief, the engineer must think in terms of fracture state, service temperature, and/or
strength level. Metal quality should be indexed in the same manner, i.e., the fracture
state for specific temperatures and/or strength levels.

Meeting of these connective requirements is provided by the Ratio Analysis Diagram
(RAD) procedure, as introduced in Fig. 16 for the case of steels. The temperature scale
is replaced by the yield-strength scale and the course of changes in fracture resistance is
plotted as a function of this scale. For example, extensive test experience has determined
that the best steels that can be produced (to be explained) will follow the course of the
highest curve. This is the technological-limit curve which describes the present state of
metallurgical achievement as a function of strength level. It is an "experience curve"
derived from test data.

The poorest quality steels follow the curve described as "lower bound." Steels of
intermediate quality follow other trend-line curves, as illustrated in the figure. The range
of fracture resistance at any given level of yield strength is determined by the range of
metal-grain ductility for the strength level. The most important feature of the plot is
that the attainable range is nariowed drastically as the yield-strength lkvel is increased
above 1,60 ksi (110 kg/mm 2 ). At all strength levels in excess of 230 ksi (160 kg/mm 2 ),
the range is very narrow. These ranges illustrate the limits within which steels can be
produced.

The mechanical effects of section size must now be considered. Transitions in frac-
ture state are always a combined function of the metal grain quality and constraint
capacity. The effects of section size are analyzed by inserting Kic/uys ratio lines which
relate to the two critical fracture-mechanics constraint criteria. These are as follows:

* The Kic/ays ratio which defines the plane strain limit for the section size.

* The Kjc/ays ratio, which defines a constraint insufficiency equivalent to the
yield criterion for the section size.

The analysis presented in Fig. 16 is for a plate of 1.0-in. (25 mm) thickness and,
therefore, the reference ratios for the plane strain limit and yield criterion are 0.63 and
1.0, respectively. The region between these two ratio lines represents the elastic-plastic
fracture state. The intersections of the metal-quality trend lines with the two ratio lines
define the yield strength range over which the elastic-plastic transition is evolved. Note
that the specific yield-strength range is shifted to lower levels, with decrease in metal
quality from the best to the lower-bound trend lines.

Test experience documents that for steels of best attainable quality, a 1.0-in. (15 mm)
Kjc test specimen will track the K1c curve to approximately 230 ksi (160 kg/mm 2) yield
strength, exactly as noted. The limit of K1c measurement is reached at this strength level.
Since the 1.0-in. (25 mm) K10 specimen provides insufficient constraint for measurement
of higher Kjc values, it will develop elastic-plastic fracture in the yield-strength range of
230 to approximately 200 ksi (160 to 140 kg/mm 2 ). The K1c trend-line relationship to
the yield-strength scale may be determined if the section size is increased to approximately
2.5 in. (62 mm). This section size permits measurement of 1.0 ratio values. The trend
line is always referenced to the Kjc scale, and is the feature which provides for determi-
nation of section-size effects.
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If the trend-line characteristics (quality level) of the steel are established, it is pos-
sible to extrapolate up or down from a fixed point. For example, let us assume that a
specific steel is of interest, it is of 1.0 in. (25 mm) thickness, and heat treated to 240 ksi
(170 kg/mm 2) yield strength. A KIc test is made and the value (which may range from
30 to 110 ksi V•i'n.)* is actually determined to be 80 ksi V This indicates a location
in the RAD noted by the "+" point. The steel is of high, but not highest, quality. The
trend line which applies is that of the dashed curve that it falls on. We shall now assume
that it is desired that the steel of this section-size quality level should meet elastic-plastic
fracture properties, as a design requirement. The trend-line extrapolation indicates that
decreasing its yield strength to below 210 ksi (150 kg/mm 2 ) by heat treatment should
result in meeting the design objective. The designer is provided with a trade-off-use as a
plane strain metal at the higher strength level ot as a elastic-plastic metal at the lower
strength level.

The regions between trend lines may be considered to be metal-quality "corridors."
The metallurgical factors which determine whether a steel will fall into high- or low-
quality corridors are now well understood. This knowledge is similar to that which has
been developed in relationship to the temperature-transition curves. If the metal quality
level (trend-line level), yield strength, and section size are fixed, it is possible ..) go di-
rectly to the RAD and predict the expected fracture-state properties within exceedingly
close limits. All that is necessary is to locate the two proper ratio lines for the section
size. As the section size is changed, it is necessary to relocate the two ratio lines, as will
be described. However, the analysis as to constraint-transition effects remains invariant.

Figure 17 indicates the engineering interpretation of these analyses for a 1.0-in.
(25 mm) section size. It is simply a repeat of Fig. 7 with the indefinite metal-grain-
ductility scale replaced by an exact definition of the plane strain ratio-value properties
of the metal. The section size effect comes into play in limiting the highest ratio that
can be measured. Thus, the ratio values below this limit are noted in the figure as "true,"
i.e., measured. The extrapolation technique following a trend line defines plane strain
ratios which are inferred (indexed). Thus, the metal properties continue to be defined in
plane strain parameters by the extrapolation. The fact that they cannot be attained for
the 1.0-in. plate is the feature which causes a rise in the fracture stress. The yield-level
criterion is reached when the section size inadequacy is such as to indicate an extra-
polated trend-line ratio of

B = 1.0 (KlIc/oys)
2

rather than the requisite

B = 2.5 (KIc/ays) 2

which is the plane strain limit for the section size.

It should be noted that the fracture stress relationship to the KiIcrys ratio, in the
"true" plane strain region for the section size, is for a specific crack length. This is a
crack which is three times the section size (3 T) or 3.0 in. (75 mm) in this case. The
fracture stress value of 0.3 ays, cited previously for a through-thickness crack of mini-
mum length to achieve maximum constraint (2 to 3 T) is the value attained at the ratio

*See metric conversion scale for Kic in the appendix.
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limit for the section size. If the metal properties for this section size are of lower ratio
value, the fracture stress decreases as shown in the figure. The basic equation which
applies is

Kic -= of\ L/2 .

The specific crack-length value (L) in inches must be used to calculate the fracture stress
(of).

Principles of Initiation and Arrest

The described graphical procedures provide relatively simple analytical tools for engi-

neering design based on either initiation or arrest principles. These are the two choices
open to the designer:

a Initiation Principle. Analyses are made of the potentials for fracture initiation due
to the presence of surface cracks, which may pop in to through-thickness dimensions.
These analyses are required when it is known that fracture extension can evolve.

* Arrest Principle. Analyses are made as to metal properties requirements for pre-
vention of fracture extension, irrespective of crack size.

The initiation principle can only provide provisional protection, i.e., control is re-

quired over crack-size and stress-level questions. The arrest principle provides positive
protection, which is assured without requirements (provisions) to control crack sizes.
Use of the arrest principle limits design considerations to the level of nominal stress,
which represents the long-range stress field. If the long-range stress field is insufficient to
provide for fracture extension, cracks will be held in arrest condition. As such, they be-
come merely a nuisance problem.

In general, 0.3-oys design-stress levels are always adequate for fracture extension in
the presence of through-thickness cracks of 2 to 3 T length if plane strain conditions
apply. This is the danger that evolves in using metals of plane strain fracture properties.
The only protection that exists is that of preventing pop-in of a surface crack or growth
of the surface crack by other mechanisms. In contrast, when the elastic-plastic state is
entered, there is a rapid rise in fracture stress which brings into positive action the crack-
arrest principle. This design principle provides high reliability because the long-range
stress system is then lower than the level required for frtcture extension.

The initiation principle is ordinarily related to conditions of fracture initiation from
surface cracks of less than 1/2 T depth. The relationships of surface crack sizes to Kic/]ys
ratios were presented in Fig. 14. It should be noted that, these crack sizes are very small
for all relative stress levels if the Kic/ays ratio values are low. The slopes of these curves
for various relative stresses are of important engineering significance. It is indicated that
for regions of high relative stress, there is a small increase in critical flaw sizes with increas-
ing ratio value. In other words, points of high stress involving geometric transitions (noz-
zles, etc.) may be subject to fracture initiation due to small flaws which are difficult to
detect. In general, the initiation principle is of low design reliability, compared to the
arrest principle.
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Case Example of Design Based on Arrest and Initiation Principles

It is assumed that the case involves a thin-walled aerospace pressure vessel of 0.15-in.
(4 mm) wall thickness. The first problem is to determine the maximum yield strength
that may be used with retention of fracture properties sufficient to preclude bursting in
the presence of through-thickness cracks. The following considerations apply:

* The desired yield strength is in the range of 240 to 280 ksi (170 to 200 kg/mm 2 )

* The steel is a maraging type and of high fracture quality

0 The nominal design stress is 0.3 oys

0 Stress corrosion cracking is possible, leading to the development of trxough-
thickness cracks

* Leakage is acceptable but bursting is not, due to secondary-events reasons.

These considerations dictate that, for a crack which grows through the wall, the
arrest principle of "leak-before-fracture" must be applied. The crack geometry may be
expected to be in the range of 2 to 6 T (0.30 to 0.90 in., or 7.5 to 22.5 mm) on pene-
tration. For reasons of reliabil ty, a fracture stress which is at least 2 times the design
nominal stress, i.e., >0.6 cry., should be required for bursting the vessel in the presence
of the subject cracks.

The solution is evolved by the use of Fig. 18 relationships, keyed to the elastic-
plastic region defined by the RAD, Fig. 19. The first step is to analyze the range of
possible KIe values for the yield-strength rangc of 240 to 280 ksi (170 to 200 kg/mm 2 ).
The RAD data bank of Fig. 19 provides for this analysis. The following aspects are
noted:

* At 240 ksi (170 kg/mm 2 ) the KI, range is from 30 to 140 ksi /iE.

* At 280 ksi (200 kg/mm 2 ) the Kic range is from 30 to 90 ksiW/7.

o The high ends of these Ki1 ranges represent maximum recorded values. Reason-
able expectations for high quality metal are represented by the trend band.

o The reasonable-expectancy Ki1 range is 70 to 100 ksi V/i. at 240 ksi (170 kg/mm 2 )
and 40 to 70 ksi v!i. at 280 ksi (200 kg/mm 2 ), as noted by the V'rcled points.

o The mean Ki,,'oy, ratio value falls from 0.4 to 0.2 as the yield strength level is
raised from 240 to 280 ksi (170 to 2M0 kg/mm 2 ).

The significance of falling from 0.4 to 0.2 ratio value must be analyzed in terms of
the specific section size involved. The plane strain limit ratio is 0.25 and the yield-
criterion ratio is 0.38. These two critical ratio lines have been drawn across the diagram
of Fig. 19 to locate the elastic-plastic region. It is now noted that the following fracture

states are developed for the strength levels defined by the vertical bold arrows, as follows:
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Fig. 18--Engineering analysis for a high-strength steel of thin section
(see text). The most important general aspect of this plot is that the
fracture-stress level for the noted crack sizes (in terms of T) is always
of the level indexed by the crossed circles, at the plane-strain limit
for the section size. This is noted by the dashed curves. The rise in
fracture stress evolves only as the elastic-plastic state for the section
size is entered, The difference between the two sets of curves repre-
sents the engineering benefit of the elastic-plastic state.

* <.,40 ksi (170 kg/mm2 ) - plastic

4' 250 ksi (175 kg/mm 2 ) - high elastic-plastic

* 280 ksi (200 kg/mm 2 ) - plane strain.

The high range of the elastic-plastic state always requires stresses in excess of 0.5 ays
levels for fracture extension due to through-thickness cracks. Thus, limiting the yield
strength to 250 ksi (175 kg/mm 2 ) maximum, for metal of this quality, provides the de-
sired "leak-before-failure" fracture control plan. The fracture stress will be at least 0.6 aus
and, therefure, meets the "two-times nominal-stress level" safety margin defined previousl'y
as the requirement.

The crack-length relat onships to the relative fracture-stress scale are presented in
Fig. 18. The solid curves de>-e the effects of increasing KiX plane strain properties to
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Fig. 19--Engineering analysis for the 0.15-in. (4 mm) section size. Note that the analysis is specific
i ~to tihe corridor quality of tihe metal. The reader may determine the effects of inferior metal quality

by inserting a lower corridor trend band of appropriate lower slope.

a~~~0 tile plan strai 0ai2lmtn

the lan stainrato lmit(,.,,,, for this section size. Note that at the plane strain limit
! ~the fracture stresses, for these various cfack lengths, are in thle order of or below the
, stated nominal design level (0.30ys). Accordingly, bursting of the vessel is to be ex-

pected when the cracks penetrate the wall.

The set of rising curves denotes thle effects of traversing the elastic-plastic region to
the yield-criterion ratio value of 0.38. Fracture stresses in excess of 0.6 ays are attained
in the high end of the elastic-plastic range. Note that we may code the yield-strength

scale to the rising values of the KiIu/ys ratios of this plot, as listed below.

Yield Strength This relationship is traced by the midcourse of

Ratio -~the quality band of Fig. 19.

ksi 01 02 mm2

Proof of the validity of thle trend-band c .arve
0.20 280 200 will be required for quality control and purchase

0.0 2605ducing analysis fotests for the metal, using section
0t35 t55 co r qser thayeteprovide for valid Knf tests in the elastic-
the plane st75 raastic regioof the 0.15-in. (4 mm) section size,

________e.,_specimensof 0.2- to 0.3-in. (5 to 7.5 mm)
thiknes.Alternatively, measurements are madethe metal in the 0.15-in. (4 mm) thickness, at the high yield strength levels which

pectedevby either of these procedures vali-
dates control of the metal to the desired trend-band quality level.

We shall now illustrate the undesirabe effect of increasing the wall thickness slightly,
and with continued use of metal of 240-ksi (170 kg/mm2 ) maximum yield strength. Con-
sideration is often given to increasing the wall thickness for possible "added safety."

Rai h ult bn fFg 9
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Increasing the wall thickness, which raises the plane strain ratio limit, causes the metal of
0.3- to 0.4-ratio value to have plane strain properties. Now the course of the fracture
stress curves of Fig. 18 for 2-T, 3-T and 6-T flaws (referenced to a length in inches which
is related to the increased wall thickness) remains in the 0.2- to 0.3-ays stress level. This
fact is represented by the flat curves with the 2-T, 3-T, and 6-T notations. Comparison
of the fracture stresses for plane strain state and for the elastic-plastic state is provided

4 by the two sets of curves in the figure. The bold arrow emphasizes the dramatic differ-
ences. The importance of entering the elastic-plastic state is graphically evident from this
comparison. The added "safety" assumptions for increasing wall thickness are not
justified.

Ordinarily, increased wall thickness is used to reduce nominal stresses from maximum
"allowable" (0.5 cy, for pressure vessels) to lower levels. The calculations presented in
Fig. 18 indicate that the reduction must be to 0.25-ays levels or less, in order to be effec-
tive for fracture prevention when cracks penetrate the pressure vessel wall. Reductions
from, say, 0.5 uys to 0.3 ys do not provide added safety for such cases. Paradoxically,
reductions in wall thickness which result in increasing stresses above "allowables" to 0.6
or 0.7 ays do provide safety if the reduction in thickness results in metal of high elastic-
plastic fracture properties. We may summarize:

In developing fracture control plans, the engineer must develop com-
pletely new "thinking" with respect to factors of safety. Adherence
to past conventions is dangerous.

Finally, we shall illustrate the low reliability which evolves for design of this vessel
to initiation criteria, i.e,, by control of surface-crack sizes. Again, "new thinking" is
essential. We shall first assume that procedures are available for detecting the initial
pre3ence, or "monitoring" the growth of a surface crack in service. The validity of this
assumption is tht question involved.

The effect of relative stress level on the critical size of surface-cracks of 3 to 1
(length to depth) geometry is indicated in Fig. 18 at the plane strain limit value. Note
that the critical c~rack depths are in the undetectable range of 0.02 to 0.1 in. (0.5 to
2.5 mm) at a nozzle (high stress) location. In the hoop-stress region of the vessel (0.3 Uys),
surface cracks in excess of wall thickness would be required for fracture initiation at the
plane strain limit for the section size. For ratios of lower value, the critical surface crack
sizes would decrease rapidly at this stress level, as illustrated in Fig. 14. In fact, they de-
crease to the same values cited above for the nozzle, i.e., to undetectable dimensions. It
is concluded that

" Reliable protection cannot be provided at nozzles for metal of the highest meas-
urable plane strain fracture properties for the section size.

* Similarly, reliable protection cannot be provided for all other locations of the
pressure vessel if the plane strain value is significantly less than maximum for the section
size.

We may now summarize a most important and often neglected consideration in frac-
ture control planning based on initiation-prevention principles:
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The critical crack size for any structure is that which is defined by
stress levels in the range of 0.75 to oys, not by nominal design-stress
levels.

The reason is that such high stress levels are generally present in structures due to
regions of geometry transition. The most refined designs, say, nuclear reactor pressure
vessel nozzles, result in stress-concentration effects of approximately 2.5. Thus, 2.5
times the allowable 0.5 ys results in exceeding yield levels. A gradient of stress from
ays to 0.5 ays obviously exists in the nozzle-transition region. The reader should now
recognize the true engineering significance of the lower curves of Fig. 14. They define
the usual and not the unusual requirements for crack-size surveillance. The usual refer-
ence to nominal stress of less than 0.5 0 ys level, used in the research literature, represents
an unrealistic idealization of structural design problems.

Generalized Use of RAD Procedures

The RAD procedures are based on the use of fracture mechanics principles to evolve
an analytical "grid system" of KicI/ys ratio lines. The grid is superimposed on a data
bank of metal properties, separated according to three levels of metal quality.

Figure 20 illustrates the first step in evolving the complete RAD procedure. Metal
properties are represented by three metal quality corridors-low, intermediate, and high.

60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 (KG/MM 2 )

I I -T t - f I T .

1 EC°O' RAD
0,o000 TEH SUMMARY DATA

•IC% STEELS
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Fig. 20-Standardized ratio grid system which provides for analysis of the plane-strain limits of
specific section sizes. Each of the ratio lines represents a "critical edge" of transition to elastic-
plastic fracture for the noted section size.
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The KIc scale provides for overlay of the ratio-line grid by reference to the yield-strength
scale. The ratio lines chosen are the plane strain limits (constraint capacities) for a range
of section sizes, as noted in the figure. The terminology of "critical edge" (C.E.) is used
to emphasize that the transition from plane strain to elastic-plastic evolves as the constraint
capacities of the specified section sizes are exceeded.

Figure 21 presents an analysis which is specific to a plate thickness of 1.0 in. (25 mm).
The critical edge has a 0.63 ratio value, and yield-criterion conditions are reached at the
position of the ratio 1.0 line. Thus, the location of the elastic-plastic region is identified,
as well as the plane strain and plastic regions. For metal of highest corridor features
(technological limit), the elastic-plastic region is developed in the 230 to 200 ksi (160 to
140 kg/mm 2 ) yield-strength range. Note that the strength range for this transition de-
creases to lower levels of yield strength, with decreases in metal quality to lower corridors.

The rising stress scale of Fig. 17 is inserted to denote the significance of crossing
through the elastic-plastic region. The fracture stress for a 3-T through-thickness crack
(3.0J in. or 75 mm) will rise from 0.3 to ays levels, as shown. If a line is visualized ,cross
the elastic-plastic region at its midpoint (parallel to the critical-edge ratio line) it will indi-
cate the 0.5 oy, fracture-extension stress for the subject crack.

There should be little concern for the absolute accuracy of this inserted scale. Note
that the technological-limit curve indicates that the increase from 0.3 to 1.0 ys levels
must evolve in a 30-ksi (20 kg/mm 2 ) strength range. Since the elastic-plastic transition
region is very narrow, any attempt to provide more exact definitions will require analyses
of statistical variances of metal properties (to be discussed). In brief, the scale suffices
for the analysis of behavioral trends to be discussed and for a generalized description of
the structural significance of the elastic-plastic region.

The notations of critical surface-crack depths for 0.5 ays and ay, relative stress
levels are coded to ratio lines which lie below the C.E. ratio value. The crack depths are
deduced from Fig. 14. The fracture mechanics calculations for surface cracks only apply
for the plane strain state. The choice of high-stress levels for reference is made delib-
erately, to emphasize that the high-stress regions of structures (geometric transition points)
determine the minimum critical crack sizes for the structure. Note til, rapid decrease in
crack size with decreasing ratio value, i.e., with increasing strength level. In all cases, in
making these analyses it is necessary to follow the trend of a specific corridor, which is
related to the metal quality of interest.

The significance of the DT scale is that it provides for a full-span definition of frac-
ture properties, up to the highest plastic fracture levels. Moreover, the DT energy value
can be used to index the KIc/ays ratio of the metal. The RAD can be entered either
from the DT energy scale or the Krc scales. The major importance of the DT scale is
that it provides an inexpensive method for determining the metai qtiality corridor level of
the metal. With this determination, the ratio-line grid system can chen be used for further
detailed analysis.

The RAD interpretations for 0.5- and 2.5-in. (12.5 and 62 mm) plate thickness are
presented in Figs. 22 and 23. The notations are the same as above. Thus, quick reading
of the significant features can be made.

The reader may analyze conditions for any section size in the range of 0.1 to 2,5 in.
(12 to 62 mm), starting from the relationships presented in Fig. 20. For example, let us
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assume that the section size of interest is 0.3 in. (7.5 mm). The C.E. for this section lies
at the 0.35 ratio level, as deduced by interpolation between the C.E. ratio lines for the
0.2- and 0.4-in. (5 and 10 mm) section sizes. The interpolated C.E. ratio line is drawn
across the diagram. The span of the elastic-plastic region for this section size has a ratio
value of approximately 0.2 (see Table 2 below). Thus the yield-criterion ratio value is
0.25 + 0.20 = 0.45. Another line, denoting the yield criterion, is then drawn at the 0.45
ratio level. The elastic-plastic region for this section size is thus located in the diagram.
The standardized scale, which denotes the fracture-extension stress levels (0.3 to 1.0 Oys),
is then inserted in the elastic-plastic region.

Calculation of the ratio-span difference between the C.E. of B = 2.5 (Kic/Iys) 2 and
the yield criterion of B = 1.0 (Kicfays) 2 for the section size indicates the following ratio
span above the C.E.

Table 2

Section Size Approximate Span
(inch) (ratio)

0.3 to 0.5 0.2
0.5 to 1.0 0.3
2.5 to 3.0 0.5

In the example cited above, the elastic-plastic region of the 0.3-in. (7.5 mm) section size
was indexed as having a 0.2 ratio span, in accordance with these generalizations.

The definition of "conservative" for the ratio span of the elastic-plastic fracture state
implies that the B = 1.0 (Kic/aoy) 2 method of deducing the yield criterion is conserva-
tive. In effect, this means that the span of the elastic-plastic range may be somewhat less
than that deduced by these procedures. Concern for the exactness of this definition is
eliminated if the narrow width of the yield-strength range is considered. For any metal-
quality corridor, the yield-strength range is only in the order of 20 to 30 ksi (15 to 22
kg/mm 2) for all section sizes below 3.0 in. (75 mm). The range decreases with decreases
in section size. In other words, the transition in fracture state is "as sharp" for the
strength-induced transition as for the temperature-induced transition.

Because of these relationships, the elastic-plastic transition may be referenced to a
critical strength range. That is, the elastic-plastic transitions may be defined as evolving
over specific strength ranges, which are very narrow. Metal quality is the factor which
moves the critical strength range up or down the yield-strength scale. Thus, knowledge
of metal quality trend relationships provides for absolute determination of the scale
position.

The simplicity of these analysis procedures results from combining of mechanical
and metallurgical factors. Discussions of metal properties solely in terms of continuum
mechanics leads to an impasse, wherein the high accuracy of K. measurement becomes
the dominant issue. In fact, it is the accuracy of yield-strength measurement which be-
comes the limiting factor because of the narrow ranges involved. The reader should
ponder on this statement because, if understood, it will clarify the absolute requirement
for combined thinking of mechanical and metallurgical aspects of fracture-state transitions.
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The lack of discussion of these intrinsic relationships in the mechanics literature is the
source of its confusion to engineers, as well as unending debate between mechanics-
oriented specialists.

Status of Procedures for Defining the Elastic-Plastic Region

Considerable research attention is being directed to eventual quantification of flaw
size vs stress relationships in the elastic-plastic regions which apply to specific section
sizes. The objective is to evolve a complete flaw-size calculation procedure which is
similar to that which applies to the plane strain state, Fig. 14. This is a long-range goal
because there is presently no analytical base which provides for such calculations in the
elastic-plastic state.

The trend-line extrapolation approach which is used to define the elastic-plastic
region of the RAD should be understood in terms of being "a pragmatic engineering
solution which must be taken because no other analytical procedures are available." It
is based on two factors:

1. Continued reference to metal properties in terms of plane strain parameters. This
form of reference avoids the problem of inability to determine Kc values. It should be
noted that Kc testing, which is necessary for the elastic-plastic region, requires the use of
large plates featuring through-thickness cracks. This is similar to the Kc test procedure
for sheet metal. The use of small specimens of KI1 type results in the literature-quoted
KQ values, when plane strain limits are exceeded. KQ is best defined as "K-question
mark" in that its only significance is that KI, levels are exceeded. It cannot be used for
Kc calculation, i.e., as being equivalent to K.; it is not.

2. Use of metal-quality trend bands to define the extrapolation slope for the plane
strain parameter. This is the basis for the solution. Since tha extrapolation slope is
known, it is possible to characterize the metal in terms of unattainable (for the section
size) plane strain ratios. Thus, fracture mechanics and metallurgical aspects are combined
to arrive at the solution. It is presently the only solution which is available.

The role of the DT test is simply that of providing on additional aspect of test prac-
ticality. The ratio-line grid is superimposed over a data bank of valid Kic values. Thus,
the RAD could be presented without use of the DT scale. Correlation of the DT scale
to the KI1 scale simply affords entry into the RAD by use of the inexpensive DT test.

The reason for the existence of a correlation between the two scales is explained in
terms of constraint factors. Figure 8 illustrates the close similarity of the Navy-standardized
1.0-in. (25 mm) DT test to a side-bend K1, test of the same section size. (Also see Fig. A4
in the appendix.) The same section size and maximum-constraint crack are used; therefore,
the same mechanical constraint is applied in testing the metal. In the region below the 0.63
ratio line, the 1.0-in. (25 mm) DT test fractures in plane strain. In the region above the
0.63 ratio live, the fracture becomes of mixed-mode and then of full-slant type. The
energy-to-fracture reading is a faithful reflection of the degree of constraint relaxation that
has evolved, above the limit of plane strain (0.63 ratio line) for metal of 1.0-in. (25 mm)
section size.

Extensive correlations have been evolved between DT-energy values and KIt-test data,
leading to positive documentation that an entry point from the DT energy scale easily
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predicts the KIc value (measured by valid ASTM procedures) well within a ±15 ksi v1/n.
range. In fact, these correlations, for the standard 1.0-in. (25 mm) DT test, have been
extended for specimens of 2.0 to 3.0 in. (50 to 75 mm) thickness. Thus, it is possible
to index Kic values which would require the use of Kic specimens in excess of 1.0-in.
(25 mm) thickness.

The empirical documentations that the fracture energy of 1.0-ii. (25 mm) DT speci-
mens, cut from 2.5- to 3.0-in. (62 to 75 mm) plates (or thicker), can provide for plane
strain fracture toughness indexing for these section sizes should not be surprising. It is
simply a reflection that the degree of constraint relaxation (mixed-mode fracture) for the
1.0-in. (25 mm) section size bears a direct relationship to the constraint level for the
thicker section. If the constraint level of the thicker section results in plane strain frac-
ture (KIc can be measured), then the degree of constraint relaxation for the 1.0-in.
(25 mm) section size, is determined by the "closeness" to which the Kic value approaches
the limiting Kic/uys ratio for the thick section. For example;

* If the KI1 value for the thick section metal is below 0.63 ratio the 1.0-in. (25 mm)
DT test will provide sufficient constraint to fracture in plane strain.

* If the Kic value is close to the ratio limit (highest possible) for the thick section,
then the 1.0-in. (25 mm) DT test will develop a specific degree of mixed-mode fracture
which is relatable to the constraint-level difference between the two section sizes.

* If the Kic value of the thick section is slightly above 0.63 ratio, then the 1.0-in.
(25 mm) DT test will show a small degree of mixed-mode fracture.

These various degrees of mixed-mode fracture of the standardized i .0-in. (25 mm)
DT test, will be reflected in the level of the energy reading. Thus, the fracture energy
bears a direct relationship to the KIc/ays ratio that could be measured for section sizes
that provide the necessary level of plane strain constraint. Briefly, a specific intrinsic
increase in metal ductility results in

"* Increased K.I1ays ratio, if adequate constraint is imposed, or

"* Increased mixed-mode fracture energy, if the constraint is inadequate.

The two effects are relatable and rationalizable in fracture mechanics terms.

Metallurgical Rationale for Quality-Level Corridors

The metal-quality corridors represent trend bands of fracture property relationships
to the strength-level scale. The trend-band relationships may be of high, intermediate, or
low corridor type, depending on the cleanliness level of the metal. Cleanliness refers to
the density of nonmetallic particles such as oxides, sulphides, carbides, etc. The non-
metallic particles are either brittle and/or noncoherent in comparison to the metal grain
structure. As such, early cracking or separation from the surrounding metal grains,
evolves in the process of crack-tip deformation. The microcracks or grain boundary
separations join to cause plastic-zone rupture. In effect, the deformation capability of
the grain aggregate is decreased.
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Increasing the strength level increases the flow-curve resistance of the metal grains.
Thus, the metal grain aggregate becomes more sensitive to the presence of nonmetallic
phases, as the strength level is increased. The metallurgically "dirty" metals, therefore,
develop transitions from plastic to plane strain levels at lower strength levels than the
"cleaner" metals. In effect, increasing metal cleanliness results in a shift of fracture-state
transitions up the scale, i.e., to higher strength levels.

The corridors define the connection between the fracture states and metallurgical
quality. The specific fracture state for any given level of yield strength is a combined
function of the section size and the metallurgical quality. The origins of section-size
effects have been explained previously in terms of constraint-capacity factors. We shall
now explain the origins of the metallurgical aspects.

There are two basic origins for void-site nucleation phases in steels. These are

a Extrinsic (foreign) nonmetallic particles, which may be traced to melting and de-
oxidation practices

* Intrinsic (inherent) nonmetallic particles, resulting from the formation of carbide
phases during solidification, particularly for steels of high carbon contents.

The improved steels which were developed during the past decade, and notably dur-
ing the past five years, provide a basis for discussion of factors related to melting and
deoxidation practices. These steels feature intermediate or low carbon contents in order
to promote improved weldability. Hardenability and strength aspects are controlled by
sophisticated use of alloy elements, with avoidance of excessive dependence on the use of
high carbon contents-characteristic of the "older" steels. As such, the problems of in-
trinsic carbide phases were eliminated from consideration.

These steels have the potential of attaining high metal-quality corridor positions if
the introduction of other types of nonmetallic phases is avoided. Figure 24 presents a
summary of data reported previously (2) for the "modern" steels, melted according to
various practices, as follows:

* Conventional air-melt. Limited slag treatment results in relatively high phosphorus
and sulphur contents (>0.015%). On solidification, phosphide and sulphide phases are
formed. Presence of aluminum, or other deoxidation practices to remove oxygen, results
in the A120 3 or other nonmetallic phases. Thus, the void site density is high.

* Special slag, plus vacuum-arc remelting. Multiple slag melting practices are used
to lower phosphorus and sulphur levels. Vacuum-arc remelting lowers oxygen content, thus
eliminating the need for other deoxidation treatments cited above and causing a degree of
metal grain refinement. The void-site density is decreased io intermediate levels.

* Vacuum-induction melting, plus vacuum-arc remelting. Melting generally starts
with an air-melt charge of special low-phosphorus and -sulphur iron. Three slags or more
may be used to lower phosphor and sulphur to very low levels. Alloy additions are made
under vacuum and the oxygen content is controlled by carbon-deoxidation effects. The
metal which undergoes the final vacuum-arc remelt is of very high purity. If properly
processed, these steels are very clean, even when examined under the microscope at high
magnifications. Very few nonmetallic particles can be seen.
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Fig. 24--Trend bands which illustrate the effects of relative metallurgical cleanliness relatable to
furnace-melting and deoxidation processes. Fracture analysis, for a 1.0-in. (25 mm) section size
provides an index of the significance of the metallurgical improvements.

The data presented in Fig. 24 represent a plot of the trend-band properties for these
steels. In fact, the lines represent the ceiling level developed by optimizing heat treat-
ments to produce the highest possible fracture properties for the strength level involved.
These data disclose that the ceiling level is built into the metal by the melting -nd deoxi-
dation procedures. The relative cleanliness of the metal "in the ingot" becomes the deter-
mining ceiling factor thereafter.

This is a most important deduction. It signifies that a small section of an ingot may
be forged and evaluated as to "corridor qualit'" Since a large ingot may be priced at
$1.00 per lb and a large forging at $10 to $20 per lb, rejection of undesirable material at
the ingot stage is an economically justifiable procedure.

The tremendous effects of metal quality on the fracture resistance properties of
steels in the 180- to 220-ksi (125 to 155 kg/mm2 ) yield-strength range is made clearly
evident by Fig. 24. For example, at 200 ksi (140 kg/mm 2 ) yield strength, a 1.0-in.
(25 mm) plate may be of

a Elastic-plastic properties, if of high cleanliness

* 0.63 ratio properties, if of intermediate cleanliness, and

0 Very low 0.3 ratio properties, if of conventional cleanliness.
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The corresponding effects on critical flaw sizes are enormous, as indicated by the RAD
indexing of this aspect.

The reader may analyze thp larger range of effects for the 180-ksi (125 kg/mm 2 )
level of yield strength. At this level, a 1.0-in. (25 mm) plate may vary between plastic,
elastic-plastic, and low plane strain ratio values, as a function of corridor quality.

In general, the older types of forging steels feature high carbon contents, coupled
with strong carbide forming alloy elements. The carbide particles which form during
ingot solidification are difficult to place back in solution during high-temperature heat
treatment. Accordingly, they remain to enforce low ceiling properties. Therefore,
vacuum melting and cther modern improvements in deoxidation practices cannot be ex-
pected to produce desired results, such as raising the metal quality to the high corridor
level.

Statistical Variance of Mechanical Properties

When a steel is purchased to a specified minimum value of yield strength, a rar q of
yield-strength and fracture properties will be present in the population of the production
lot or lots. The range of statistical property variations depends on the specification con-
trols which are applied:

O Ordinary metallurgical control, based on specification of composition and heat
treatment--wide range

T Test control, aimed at narrowing the property range by rejection - within

feasible limits, relatable to cost

TL Test-limit control, established by test reproductibility.

For example, yield-strength values for steels of over 170-ksi (120 kg/mm 2 ) level, may
range as follows:

0 20 to 30 ksi (15 to 22 kg/mm 2 )

T 10 ksi (7 kg/mm 2 ) - strict control

TL 5 ksi (3 kg/mm 2 ).

In the discussions to follow we shall consider ordinary (0) limits. The reader may
further analyze the effects of reducing the range to T or TL limits on decreasing the
sizes of the "statistical boxes" to be described. For guidance it may be cited that KIc-
test variations, in ASTM round-robin tests by different laboratories, were determined to
be in the order of ±10%. This range is, therefore, representative of the TL limits for Kic
control.

Figure 25 presents a typical (0) ordinaxy-variance statistical box which may be ex-
pected if a forging-grade steel is procured to minimum yield-strength specifications of
200 ksi (140 kg/mm 2 ) and if one of the following additional aspects apply:
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Fig. 25--Statistical box estimate for a low-corridor-quality steel, purchased to minimum yield-
strength specifications of 200 ksi (140 kg/mm2 ). These adv'ance predictions have been documented
to be highly accurate, in cases where extensive statistical testing was performed.

1. Air-melt practices are used for the "new" s~eels

2. The carbon content of the older, conventional steels is sufficiently high to result
in forming persistent alloy-carbide phases.

Either of thzese aspects results in th~e presence of nonmetallic phases which promote early
void-initiation during the process of crack-tip plastic zone growth. Thus, plane strain
fracture properties will be limited to low values. In effect, a low corridor "ceiling" is
imposed on the metal.

The ordinary box illustrated in Fig. 25 may be decreased to below the Kic ceiling
levels for the corridor, by off-optimum heat treatment or by a decrease in KIc test
temperature--as noted by the lower box of the two superimposed boxes. It is empha-
sized that a smaller statistical box may be achieved by the use of T procedures to the
TL limits. For example, the boxes shown may be decreased in size to approximately one-
half of the noted yield-strength and Kin-Scale dimensions. This is the limit decrease; it is
not possible to consider decreasing the box to smaller sizes. The important point is that
the ordinary box provides the starting point for analyses of statistical variance.

The statistical box indicates that design and purchase considerations must include
, deciding on appropriate lower-bound values for Kic. This is a function of the yield-

strength level, as well as the narrowness of the yield-strength range. If the lower bound
' is placed at a relatively high KID level for the population, it will result in eliminating a

large fraction of the metal, as produced.

.1 8

500 O
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We shall now examine the statistical population question in a broader context. Fig-
ure 26 illustrates the statistical "boxes" expected from purchase to various levels of mini-
mum yield strength and metal quality. We estimate an ordinary (0) yield-strength range
of 25 to 30 ksi (17 to 22 kg/mm 2 ) above the specification minimum, as the base of the
box, and a K1e-ratio variance of two ratio lines as the height of the box. The latter is a
conservative estimate. The + points indicate the mean expected values for yield strength
and Kjc.
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Fig. 26-Statihtical-expectancy boxes for steels purchased to four levels of minimum yield strength
and to three levels of melt quality. The crossed points denote the average expected properties.
Thu dotted corner regions indicate the minimum levels of fracture properties that can be specified
or used in design.

It is now assumed that any one of these boxes represents a design decision to pro-
cure steel to a specified minimum level of yield strength, say 200 ksi (140 kg/mm 2 ).
The following aspects emerge:

& The high end of the yield-strength range of the population is 220 to 230 ksi
(155 to 162 kg/mm 2 )

* The lower bound KIe value is defined by the lower corner of the boxes (dotted
semicizcles), for each of the three corridor levels.

"* The KIc design value must be based on this lower bound value for the popula-
tion. The specific value is characteristic of the corridor quality.

"* The KIe value that would be acceptable to a steel producer for purchase specifi-
cations is likewise the specific lower buund value for the box.

L I
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It should be noted that there is little increase in the lower bound values for the low-
corridor steels, with decrease in yield strength, until levels of less than 180 ksi (125 kg/mm 2 )
are used as specification-minimum values. On the other hand, there is a rapid increase of
the lower bound Kic value caused by decreasing the yield-strength minimum below
230 ksi (160 kg/mm 2 ) for the high-quality, clean steels. Decreasing the yield-strength
range by test control does not change these conclusions.

The increases become most significant when the lower bound Kgc value approaches
the ratio measurement limit for the section size. However, this means that steels featuring
a lower bound KIc which lies close to limiting ratio values, may be used (and purchased)
only if most of the population has fracture resistance properties such that K1c measure-
ments are not possible. This is the case if the plate section sizes are used as such in the
structure. If considerable machining is performed, ratio values in excess of the final
section-size limits may be specified and measured. However, the fracture characteristics
of the thinned sections may then be of the elastic-plastic type.

These analyses of metallurgical variance pose practical questions which emphasize
tie value of close control of metal-quality factors and heat-treatment procedures. If the
0 metallurgical control limits are not adequate, then it is necessary to resort to metal
rejection procedures.

Irrespective of the point of rejection, prior to or after purchase, the cost of rejec-
tion must be assumed by the user. These analyses indicate that close to 50% rejection is
necessary if KIc values equal to or exceeding the + mean points are established as the
purchase criteria. Decreasing the size of the statistical box only results in shifting the +
point; on a relative basis the rejection statistics will continue to apply.

It should be noted that decreasing the K1, requirements to 20 ksi N/In. below the
+ points will reduce rejection rates markedly-to an estimated 20% or less. However, the
effects of such reductions on critical crack sizes and, therefore, inspection costs must now
be considered. In general, the related decrease in critical crack depths for regions of high
stress are of minor order. In other words, relatively little is lost. While this conclusion
may appear appealing, it also indicates that the small differences are due to the fact that
the critical flaws are exceedingly small if stress levels are high. Little is lost because there
is little to lose if inspection limits are exceeded.

The analyses for regions of low stress are entirely different. Decreases of 20 ksi \/i'E.
may be highly significant with respect to inspection requirements. The related decreas"F
in critical crack depths may be in the order of tenths of inches, depending on the popu-
lation + level. The most direct procedure for analyzing the effects of decreasing (or in-
creasing) lower bound K1, values is by reference to the ratio. Decreases which signify a
0.1 ratio drop from 0.6 to 0.5 have completely different meaning from those of 0.3 to 0.2.
The RAD coding to critical crack-sizes clearly indicates these effects for intermediate and
high relative stress levels.

These analyses also disclose the benefits derived by shifting from low-level-corridor
metals to the high-cleanliness metals of highest corridor features. Again, the benefits de-
rived from such increases in K1, values, for the regions of high stress, are not particularly
appealing.

Tl - reasons for such unfortunate projections do not evolve solely from metallurgical
variance factors. They are basic to fracture mechanics theory (see Fig. 14).
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The benefits that evolve in the case of metallurgical improvements which result in
exceeding the ratio-line limit for the section size can be analyzed in terms of traversing
the elastic-plastic regime. The structural significance of entering, and then exceeding,
this regime is best considered by reference to the stress level required for extension of a
through-thickness crack, as discussed previously.

The degree of metallurgical improvement, which results in crossing through the
elastic-plastic regime for a specified section size, pays high dividends in terms of rapidly
raising the nominal stress required for extension of through-thickness cracks. The result-
ing benefits to structural reliability become evident in this context because the nominal
design stress is a readily definable structural parameter. Moreover, the high costs evolving
from attempts to locate minute flaws, which are critical for high stress regions, are elimi-
nated. Modest increases in metal costs for purposes of avoiding the plane strain state can
pay high dividends, costwise as well as safetywise.

The types of trade-off analyses that may be made between yield strength and metal-
corridor levels are indicated by the metallurgically zoned RAD presented in Fig. 27. The
options which may be examined by the engineer are indicated by the solid black squares
and the arrows. The design-strategy "plotting board" aspects of the RAD are thus indi-
cated. The analyses can be performed in a few minutes, once the RAD is understood.
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Fig. 27-One form of more detailed metallurgical zoning of the RAD. Finer zone definitions, of
primary interest to metallurgists, can be evolved, depending on the metallurgical analysis purpose.
The trade-off analyses that may be made in design are indicated by the lines with arrows. Com-
bining these two types of analysis leads to highly sophisiicated decisions in metal selection
and/or improvement for specific purposes.
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Figure 28 compares the location of the statistical-expectancy box for the low-
corridor ceiling steels of Fig. 25 with those of a "chain" of the new premium steels of
high-ceiling features (see Tables 3 and 4). The chain evolves by modification of alloy
contents to provide increasing levels of strength. The steels are strength limited by the
basic alloy formulation, i.e., they are specifically designed for the strength range indi-
cated. In general, it is not feasible to evolve compositions which span a very broad
range of strength levels because off-optimum microstructural conditions result.

It should be noted that the mechanical-state analyses presented in Fig. 28 are spe-
cific to a 1.0-in. (25 mm) section size. However, the noted Kic-scale-referenced proper-
tivs for these steels are attainable over the range of 0.5 to 3.0 in. (12.5 to 75 mm).
Specific types may be alloy adjusted to provide the same properties for greater thickness.

'Lhe reader may now "exercise" the RAD by defining the elastic-plastic regions for
different section sizes. For example, the elastic-plastic region for the 0.5-in. (12.5 mm)
section size moves to considerably higher yield-strength ranges, compared to that of the
Fig. 28 plot. The specific section size, as used in the structure, should be the basis for
these deductions. Thus, different parts of a structure may feature different fracture-state
properties, if the section size varies. In aircraft wing box-structures, the variations may
he from 0.5 to 3.0 in. (12.5 to 75 mm) or greater. Thus, the fracture state can vary
from plane strain to plastic, depending on strength-level selection.

Ti tanitli and Aluminum Alloys

The RAD summarizations of commercial titanium and aluminum alloys are presented
in Figs. 29 and 30. The significance of the ratio lines is#xactly the same as for steels
because fracture mechanics definitions of fracture properties are not dependent on metal
type.

T'lhe metallurgical transition from high to low levels of fracture resistance is, as for
steels, strength related and may be modified considerably by metal quality factors.

The primary metal quality factor for titanium alloys is oxygen content because this
metal is ordinarily "highly clean" due to vacuum arc-melting production practices. The
metallurgical "problem" is to avoid embrittling effects due to oxygen. The use of oxygen
in small amounts to promote increased strengthening in tl*120, to 140.ksi (85 to 100
kg/mm 2 ) yield strength range is catastrophic to fracture resistance. The "zones" in Fig.
29 illustrate the expected fracture properties of titanium alloys produced to conventional
C.P. (comm2rcial purity) oxygen levels, as compared to low-oxygen (less than 0.10%)
alloys of slightly lower yield strength.

A special note should be made of the combined effects resulting from decreases of
10 ksi (7 kg/mm 2 ) in minimum yield strength, 11.5 vs 125 ksi (80 to 87 kg/mm 2 ) and
using low-oxygen metal. Section sizes of 1.0 in. (25 mm) will show constraint transitions
from plane strain to elastic-plastic (or better) material as the result of these combined
changes-as may be deduced from Fig. 29.

The dashed line in Fig. 29 represents the boundary between conventional (present
production) metal of CP. grade and the new low-oxygen metal, The span between the
dashed line and the 1970 technological limit represents the improvements which have
been identified since 1967. There are sound metallurgical reasons for believing that
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additional improvements may be made by control of texture and microstructure. Heat-
treatment and metal-processing factors are particularly important for titanium alloys and.,
as yet, are only partly explored.

The RAD for aluminum alloys is presented in Fig. 30. The effects of increased
strength level on decreases in fracture resistance are again evident. In this case, it is not
possible to present a "prior" vs a 1970 technological limit. No significant improvement
in these respects has been recorded to date.

#4

Aluminum alloys are metallurgically "dirty," in the sense that vast amounts of
brittle intermetallic compounds are present to serve as initiation sites for microcracking
and void initiation. As such, the true potential of aluminum alloys has not been dis-
closed. D'gliberate research aimed at producing relatively clean metal should show
marked impriwements in the strength-transition range of 45- to 65-ksi (32 to 46 kg/mm 2 )
yield strength.

Critical-Edge Concept for Metal Improvement

The foregoing discussions and analyses, based on the RAD data summarization and
interpretation system, converge to several important conclusions:

* If the deciding factor in metal selection is the critical crack size for regions of
high striss concentrations (Kt of 2.5 or greater) - then plane strain properties are unde-
sirable. The reason is that the critical crack sizes will be below reliable inspection limits
if the ratio value is 1.0 or less.

0 Metallurgical improvements which simply increase the measurable Kic value for a
section size will provide small benefits for the above-cited case.

* In order to effect large returns for the metallurgical improvement, it is essential
to raise the intrinsic fracture resistance to above the Kic/oys ratio for the section size.
This is the "critical edge" concept of transition from plane strain to elastic-plastic frac-
ture properties.

The critical-edge concept provides important guidance to metallurgical research. It
defines that highly significant improvement in metal properties may be made over the
region of the "strength transition." This is the region of rapid falloff of the RAD plot
for each metal system. The improvement which is highly significant must be related to
specific section sizes. Thus, the improvement possibilities must be limited to lower yield-
strength ranges for thick section metal. With decreases in section size, higher yield-
strength ranges provide the improvement challenge.

PART 5. ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS OF RATIONAL
FRACTURE CRITERIA

Requirements

It is a popular misconception that the application of fracture research informatica
in engineering is inherently limited by knowledge of details. This is not the case. The
primary aspects can be made abundantly clear if the confusion of details is stripped away.
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Moreover, the requirements for profound attention to details emphasized in publications
and the first-order requirements for engineering practice are not necessarily comparable.
The difference evolves from the fact that additional aspects emerge as the determining
factors in engineering practice.

The sequential steps in evolving knowledge which expands capabilities for engineering
application of rational criteria are as follows:

First Step. Development of scientific information relating to mechanical constraint
factors and to the definition of test-specimen rationality requirements.

Second Step. Standardization of test methods and development of rational reference
criteria.

Third Step. Assembly of a statistical data bank for specific metals in terms of ra-
tional criteria.

Fourth Step. Evolving simplified analysis procedures which connect mechanical and
metallurgical aspects. The connection process is crucial because rational metal selection
is the ultimate aim.

Final Step. Total synthesis in evolving trade-off analyses for specific fracture control
plans. All other'pragmatic considerations in design must be added; for example, struc-
tural redundancy, whether single or multiple fracture paths are required for structural
failure, criticality of failure events, etc. (This aspect is discussed in Part 6.)

Specialists' interests and publications may cut off at the first or second steps. The
engineer must practice at the final step because total synthesis must be attained, in the
context of usual engineering practices.

We shall now redefine the factors which are involved in establishing a chain of ra-
tionality, from metal characterization to structural certification, in reverse order.

o Certification means meeting of documentation requirements, as established by
regulatory bodies or by basic legal responsibilities.

* Fracture control plans mean a total pragmatic solution to problems of preventing
catastrophic failure. While design, fabrication practices, quality control, etc., are involved,
the most basic element is the choice of an appropriate design criteria.

0 Design criteria mean specification of the minimum level of fracture resistance that
is appropriate foi the particular structural problem, Nvhether plastic, elastic-plastic, or
plane strain. Each of these fracture states may be considered to be subdivided into high
and low levels for the state.

* Fracture-test criteria mean the identification of test-specimen values, in terms of
the fracture state and level in the state involved, as follows:
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Significances to
Fracture State Fracture Extension Stress (of)

1. Low-level plane strain <0.3 uys
(< ratio 0.6)

2. High-level plane strain <03 C
(ratio 0.6 to 2.0)

3. Low-level elastic-plastic 0.3 to 0.5 ays

4. High-level elastic-plastic 0.5 to 1.0 ys

5. Low-level plastic Slightly over cy,

6. High-level plastic Considerably over ay,

If the fracture-test value does not provide a clear relationship to one of the six levels
in terms of minimum guaranteed fracture properties, it is not rational. That is to say,
its significance is not deducible for design purposes. The state of engineering application
of rational fracture criteria is necessarily determined by the availability of metal charac-
terization data, which are rational in the above context.

If the engineer is to make a rational selection of metals, he must use statistical data
which indicate the commercial production range for the reference criteria. Such data
must be readily available. This is important for reasons of reliability, economics, and
purchase specifications. The producer cannot be expected to accept specifications that
are uncertain as to rejection rates.

Gathering of such data may be unappealing to investigators of fracture phenomena.
However, this is the function of test laboratories and they should be employed for this
purpose. A reasonable partition of effort for continued research and for statistical charac-
terization appears to be in order,

Availability of Rational-Criteria Data

The status of information which is available in organized statistical form is best de-
fined in terms of generic metal types and is in the following rank sequence.

1. High-strength aerospace metals of moderate or thin section

2. Reactor-grade pressure vessel steels of thick section and moderate strength levels

3. Intermediate strength Q&T steels of high alloy content and high production qual-
ity, section sizes 1.0 to 4.0 in. (25 to 100 mm)

4. Aluminum alloys of intermediate strength levels

5. Low- and intermediate-strength structural steels for general fabrication purposes
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6. Low-alloy commercial Q&T steels of 90 to 115 ksi (65 to 80 kg/mm 2 ) yield

strength, in the thickness range of 0.5 to 2.0 in. (12 to 50 mm)

7. Thick-sectiun Q&T steels of all types.

In general, rankings of 5, 6, and 7 signify an unsatisfactory state of affairs in which
confusion rather than clarity predominates. The separation between rankings 1, 2, 3,
and 4 vs 5, 6, and 7 is related to dependence on or avoidance of the use of the Cv test
for engineering reference purposes.

It should not be surprising that the most advanced engineering use of generalized
fracture mechanics principles has evolved for high-strength metals; see Tables 3 and 4.
This is due to the absolute need for certification of reliability in critical applications for
aerospace structures and components. The RAD discussions document the availability of
a large body of rationally determined fracture data. The data were obtained largely from
KIc tests and supplemented by DT tests in the intermediate-strength and thick-section
range.

Another area which is highly systematized as to availability of rational data is that
of the high-alloy Q&T steels of 80 to 130 ksi (58 to 95 kg/mm 2 ) yield strength. Be-
cause of their intended application in critical structures, criteria of high plastic-fracture
states for the section size were used consistently in metal development, dating from 1955.
In this case, the data were obtained by relatively low-cost DT test procedures (1,2). The
test is ideally suited for characterizing plastic-state properties.

The status of rational properties characterization for metals of irtermediate yield
strength, 65 to 80 ksi (45 to 55 kg/mm 2 ) and very t0hick sections, which are used in pres-
surized water reactors, is likewise in excellent shape (1,2). The governing design principle
in this case was that of enforcing the meeting of the yield criterion as the minimum ac-
ceptable level for the section size. This criterion is applied in the temperature transition
range and may be recogni:zed as related to the 6- to 12-in. (150 to 300 mm) dynamic
constraint-transition curves shown in Fig. 15. The adjustment procedure is based on the
NDT temperature point, plus a At correction to provide meeting of over-FTE properties
which equate to the yield criterion. The requirements for this case evolve from the
absolute need for preventing fragmentation, which could result in projectiles piercing
the secondary containment vessel, with release of isotope contamination. Environmental
protection was the deciding issue in the choice of the subject criterion.

Recently this criterion (> FTE) was reaffirmed by the AEC. It is required to apply
for the neutron irradiation-embrittlement case, during the service life of the vessel. A
shift of the constraint transition for the section size to higher temperatures results from
neutron exposure. In all cases it is required that the metal does not fall below the yield
criterion (FTE) value at pressurization temperatures.

Representatives of industry and technical society committees have presented pro-
posals to the AEC for modification of the design practices based on plane strain
constraint-transition criteria (see Fig. 15). The proposal is that the rise of Kid values
in this range should provide sufficient, although less conservative, criteria for fracture
control plans. The discussions presented in this paper contradict this thesis, particularly
in relation to metal properties' statistics. Moreover, acceptance of Kid properties is
equivalent to acceptance of frangibility, even if the reference KId value is maximum for
the structural section size.

b)
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The status of rational properties characterization, for the wide spectrum of standard
grades of low- and intermediate-strength structural steels, is in poor condition. Table 5
illustrates "best estimates" of the wide variations in fracture-state properties that evolve
within grades due to metallurgical and section size variables. The poor state of available
information is due to the general dependence on Cv values, for reference to transition-
temperature properties, for the very wide range of steels involved.

It is not to be inferred, however, that the many alloy grades, section sizes, heat
treatments, etc., which are represented in standard specifications are characterized sys-
tematically by Cv value. fhis is not the general case, and the lack of any systematic
characterization may be traced to perplexities as how to use the Cv test for this gener-
alized purpose.

The Charpy Impasse

An impasse as to the use of the Cv test has existed for over ten years, and commit-
tees of specification societies have not been able to arrive at a consensus solution. Mean-
while, research advances have documented that the desired generalized solution is not
attainable. Continued debate will only perpetuate the impasse; a change to rational test
procedures must be made. It is inevitable and cannot be postponed.

The Cv test has provided dependable fracture-state definitions, for specific grades of
steels which were subjected to intensive statistical surveys, based on correlation indexes
to other tests of definable constraint capacities. The correlations to the Cv test evolving
therefrom are reliable. The problem is one of unending development of such specific
correlations, plus engineering confusion which evolves from the myriads of such correla-
tions. It is simply not practical to use Cv-test fracture-properties index values whose
meaning changes w :th the type of metal involved.

Paradoxically, the evolution of rational plane strain characterization procedures over
the past ten years has contributed to the C, impasse. This is not due to scientific rea-
sons, but to the lack of appreciation of the implications of what plane strain fracture
characterization implies to the engineering use of metals.

The promise that standardization of plane strain fracture tests would provide the
required engineering characterization led to "waiting" for this scientific development to
mature. At that point there would be a shift to new rational methods and away from
the C. test, or a new basis for Cv-test indexing would be evolved.

The fallacy of this expectation is clear from the previous discussions. Generalized
fracture mechanics principles do not predict that plane strain properties should be the
reference criteria. Conversely, they lead to definition of the six fracture-state levels cited
previously, of which plane strain levels are the lowest two of the ascending series.

At this point, the implications of test practices with respect to the rationality of
fracture control plans should be evident. The foremost hindrance to evolving defensible
fracture control plans may be traced to the status of characterization practices for the
metal involved. The main problem for the conventional structural grades is the continued
reliance on the Charpy V test for characterization and engineering text reference. The
interpretive complexities arising therefrom are insuperable. There simply are too many
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possible C, correlations (fixes) to the true elastic-plastic transition temperature range of
the standard steel grades.

The "fix" pi,,blem cannot be evaded by changing from a fracture-energy-value index
to a specimen-deformaticn index. Proposals are pending, ond isolated initial use, has been
made of measurements based on the Cv-test lateral expansion (see note, Table 6). This
procedure involves measurement of the bend-induced plastic expansion of the specimen,
i.e., in the region opposite the notch. It is proposed, on the thesis that the backside
expansion bears a direct relationship to the lateral contraction which evolves at the notch.
While experimental data support this premise, it is likewise true that energy, lateral con-
traction, and lateral expansion rise together as a function of temperature. Any one infers
the others; thus, no case can be made for improved "fixes" or for basic rationality. The
fact that changes from fracture-energy values to specimen-expansion measurement are
being considered and applied by specification society committees speaks volumes as to
the engineering-criteria status of the Cv test.

Intermediate-Strength, Quenched and Tempered (Q&T) Steels

The intermediate-strength Q&T steels require special discussion because of their ex-
tensive and growing use in engineering structures. The range of yield strength is from 80
to 120 ksi (58 to 87 kg/mm 2 ). There are two general types:

* The high-alloy types, as typified by HY-80 and its commercial derivatives, the
A-543 ASTM Grade (Table 3). It should be noted that MIL-SPECS criteria enforce
intermediate-corridor quality for HY-80. This does not signify that the commercial
derivatives are necessarily of equivalent properties; note that there are two classes which
permit melting practices that can result in low-corridor properties. These steels should
easily meet the over-yield criterion at ambient temperatures for section sizes to 4.0 in.
(100 mm), if the alloy content is adjusted to provide the required hardenability. The
principal problem involves inadequate information for thick sections,

* The low-alloy, low-corridor quality types, as typified by the A514 and A517
ASTM Grades (Table 6). Their development was strongly influenced by economic com-
petition to provide higher strength at minimum possible cost.

The thick-section problems of the high-alloy types provide a classical example of
failure to understand constraint factors, plus incorrect assumptions as to hardenability
considerations. There is a popular assumption that the relatively high Ni-Cr-Mo contents
of these steels provide generally for "HY-80" levels of plastic-fracture resistance. In fact,
a composition which provides for such properties in 4.0-in. (100 mm) section bize may
result in plane strain fracture properties foe section sizes to 6 or 12 in. (150 to 300 mm).
Increases in alloy elements are required to avoid plane strain behavior. Inadequate alloy
contents result in metal grain brittleness and, therefore, in a shift of the true transition
temperature, so that expected on-shelf (plastic) properties at room temperature decrease
to plane strain levels. The true fracture-state properties of the A543 Grade, Class 1 or 2,
for section sizes over 4 in. (100 mm) are not definable without resorting to rational frac-
ture tests.

These combined mechanical and metallurgical aspects explain the confusion which
results when Cv temperature-transition ctrves are used for characterization. C, on-shelf
properties may be indicated at temperatures for which the true transition state is that of
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plane strain for the section size. The "fix" for the NDT temperature of A543 grade
steels is related to high-energy ?ositions of the C, curve-ordinarily over 50 ft-lb. Ac-
cordingly, lateral contraction or expansion of the Cv specimen would likewise indicate
very high ductility. To compound the quandary, sampling is often made of surface or
corner-edge metal from large forgings. These positions may feature a ductile metal grain
structure, as compared to brittle for the subsurface regions.

It should not be surprising that situations have arisen in which expensive thick-walled

pressure vessels were belatedly discovered to feature low-level plane strain properties
(NDT level) at service temperatures. The amazement of the design engineer, that selection-
criteria based on high-value Cv properties should lead to such conditions, is worth noting.
When rational tests were applied, the true fracture state was disclosed - a lesson was
learned somewhat late. The lesson is twofold:

9 A Q&T steel which develops a premium reputation for use, in a specific section
size may be highly brittle in thicker sections.

* Rational characterization is essential. It is easy to be misled by high-value Cv-test
characterization of metal properties, for many reasons.

The discussions to follow will focus on the low-alloy types because of their wide-
spread use. Inappropriate selection by users has resulted in service failure experiences of
serious consequence. These stcels may provide excellent and low-cost solutions to frac-
ture control problems, if rational selection is made and specification guarantees are
enforced.

In general, these steels may reside close to the lower bound curve of the RAD for
a specified minimum yield-strength range of 90 to 100 ksi (65 to 73 kg/mm 2 ). The
average expected strength properties are moderately higher and follow the low-corridor
trend (see Fig. 21). There are 14 proprietary (patented) commercial varieties (Table 6),
covering a range of metallurgically designed thickness limits (hardenability adequacy)
ranging from 1.25 to 4.0 in. (32 to 100 mm). It is important to recognize that the
modest alloy contents of these steels enforce strict thickness limits; the latitude is much
less than for the high alloy steels. Depending on type, the high end of the thickness
range may become marginal as to hardenability adequacy. In brief, these steels require
good metallurgical heat-treatment control to provide desired properties al the enforced
minimum cost. The user should refrain from attempting to biy strength-thickness com-
binations at lowest possible prices because metallurgical margins are reduced thereby.
User pressure in this respect may be traced as one of the major contributing factors in-
volved in adverse experiences.

The literature on these steels (as a whole) tends to imply that all are designed to
provide over-yield criterion properties for the section size and at ambient temperatures.
The few grades that are reasonably characterized as meeting the yield criterion tend to
carry over this connotation to competing grades. The usual reference to fracture prop-
erties is in terms of difficult-to-interpret Charpy V values. The true elastic-plastic transi-
tion temperature range for specific types may vary widely from below to above ambient.
A systematization of the trile fracture properties of these 14 grades, in their various
thickness ranges, is simply not available.

Some of these steels have been extensively investigated by the producers and de-
signed metallurgically to provide properties which specifically meet the over-yield criterion.
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However, even for these there is scattered service evidence of plane strain fracture which
indicates a perplexing situation as to metallurgical quality-control factors. The grades
which are produced with sufficient control and alloy content for the section size, to pro-
vide guaranteed yield-criterion performance, are not known with confidence. It is essen-
tial that rational test procedures of a modern type be applied to statistical surveys of

41 these grades. The development of this information should not be delayed. For example,
bridges and large tanker-type ships are being constructed using these steels. The experi-
ence of World War II ships should not be repeated, before rational fracture-testing proce-
dures are applied.

The other major problem of these steels is the possibility that the heat affected zone
(HAZ) of welds may be greatly inferior to that of good quality plate. This possibility is
a function of welding heat-input parameters (cooling rate). There must be adequate con-
trol based on fracture properties information, related to welding variables for the grade
and thickness involved. With notable exceptions, this information for the 14 grades in-
volved is in a rudimentary state. Moreover, it is an aspect which falls in the domain of
the welding engineer, who may not be adequately impressed with the need for exercising
strict control, for cases in which information is available.

The problem is described in terms of the RAD plot. The HAZ properties are known
to fall below the lower-bound curve, when welding conditions are not proper. Analysis
of the elastic-plastic region for a plate of 1.0-in. (25 mm) thickness (see Fig. 21), will
indicate that falling below the lower bound curve, for steels of 100 to 115 ksi (70 to 80
kg/mm 2 ) yield strength, is equivalent to dropping into the plane strain region. The vari-
ous recorded HAZ-path failures are rationalizable in this context. Thus, fracture exten-
sion at nominal design stresses becomes possible.

It is emphasized that desired properties for plate and HAZ can be attained with
confidence for many of these steels. The problem is to provide assurance of this fact
and/or eliminate those that do not. For critical structures, purchasing to ratiornal-criteria
specifications is essential. There is no question that costs will rise thereby and that some
of the low-cost appeal will be lost. However, fracture control plans should be based on
lowest cost which provides the desired service guarantee. New thinking on this point is
needed by those who are in a position to dictate required guarantees.

PART 6. RELATION TO DESIGN PRACTICES

Functional Requirements

The design function is to meet imposel requirements within pre-established limits.
The general structural arrangements may be relatively fixed (pressure vessels) or subject
to considerable adjustment (aircraft, ships, bridges, etc.). Reliability requirements may
dominate or they may be relaxed by preference to economic constraints.

In all cases, the foremost dedication of the designer is to the application of "deter-
ministic" processes for evolving structural reliability. These processes imply calculation
of the load-bearing characteristics of the structure.Vb

The evolution of welded construction with emphasis on monolithic features resulted
in unexpected failures at relatively low elastic-stress levels. These failures were alarming
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because they disclosed glaring inadequacies in design procedures. In effect, classical design
had failed to guarantee strength reliability.

The random aspects of these failures, such as for ships, disclosed that reliability
could not be expressed in terms of statistical probabilities. The true control was exer-
cised by stochastic (purely random) events. Fracture research made the inexplicable per-

S formance understandable, in terms of the effects of cracks in reducing strength reliability.

The appeal of fracture mechanics to the designer is that it provides analytical tools

for deterministic design, for structures containing cracks. These procedures

"* Establish whether or not catastrophic failure is possible

"* Characterize metals in distinct fracture-state levels

"* Define lowest levels of fracture resistance in an analytical scale of plane strain
fracture properties

* Document that unstable (fast) fracture, at low levels of elastic stress, is intrinsic
to plane strain metals.

However, the procedures of plane-strain fracture mechanics do not provide direct
solutions to questions of probabilities. The solutions must be found by application of
crack-control procedures involving fabrication quality, inspectability, lifetime surveillance,
etc.

Thus, the use of plane strain metals poses continued problems of structural-reliability
certification to the designer. These metals are implicitly documented to have fast-fracture
potential. Accordingly, failure probabilities exist, but the control of these is not in the
province of the designer. The burden falls on "others" who must verify fracture preven-
tion by control of crack conditions. In effect, the designer cannot specifically verify
structural reliability in the design process. The design solution becomes an "it depends"
question.

The paradox of plane strain fracture mechanics is that it provides (a) the desired
deterministic procedures, and (b) a gzlaring insight into the direct assurance provided by
the design process per se.

The inadequacie.s of classical tools based on safety factors could be cited previously
as the cause of unexpected failures. Plane strain fracture mechanics removes this
"excuse." Thus, the designer mast seriously consider whether the imposed requirements
permit defensible use of plane strain metals or not.

There are three aspects to bh considered:

1. Failure-probability assessment, i.e., what must be done to prevent fractul ý of
plank? traiii metals, and the costs arising therefrom

2. Recourse to other design procedures fof plane strain metals (structural redun-
dancy, etc.), if permissible
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3. Documenting that the use of plane strain metals is unacceptable for the intended
purpose, and thereby deciding other metal choices consistent with generalized fracture-
mechanics criteria.

The probability question emerges as the first major point of issue, from which other
aspects are decided.

Probability Assessment

A design may be considered "probabilistic" if probabilities of failure by fast fracture
exist. Ordinarily, failure rates are expected to be very low, which implies statistics of
small numbers. If failures can evolve due to purely random events (related to fabrication
and quality-control deviations, or any other nonpredictable circumstances), then proba-
bility definitions become stochastic. Proof that structural performance is not potentially
controlled by stochastic circumstances should be part of a fracture control plan.

There is a distinct separation between fully deterministic solutions and probabilistic
solutions. However, there is no definable point at which probabilistic solutions become
stochastic. Thus, the design solution is either distinctly deterministic or potentially
stochastic.

The use of plane strain fracture mechanics, for purposes of controlling probabilistic
events for plane strain metals, is feasible only under idealized conditions. In practice,
statistical aspects of metal-property variances and crack size vs stress variances become
the controlling factors. The analyses and control of these variables may result in ex-
penses that make the added cost of using elastic-plastic metals insignificant by comparison.
Thus, it is the cost limitation aspect which tends to drive probability definitions down to
essentially stochastic levels.

Plane strain fracture mechanics implicitly defines that the use of plane strain metals
must be based on failure-probability control. It also defines the limits that must be ap-
plied for such controls. Documentation that the requirements are met is the engineer's
problem. Plane stroin fracture mechanics analyses do not specifically imply that plane
strain metals can be used safely. Conversely, the analyses may dictate consideration of
other choices for certification of the design. These choices may be intrinsic to the de-
sign configuration or to the metal selection process.

The designer has the choice of various fallback positions, as follows:

* Fracture control plans may be based on redundancy assurance, if feasible to the
configuration. This principle involves introducing multiple-load (fracture) paths, so that
the failure of any one part does not result in large reduction of residual structural
strength.

* If redundancy assurance is not feasible, the next alternative is to provide fail-safe
assurance. This principle involves use of crack-arrest provisions, such as geometric inter-
ruptions (aircraft) or inserts of highly ductile metal (ships).

* If neither of these two procedures is feasible, the remaining alternative is to pro-
vide safe-metal assurance. This principle involves the selection of metal that does not
permit extension of fast fracture at the levels of nominal design stresses.
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All of the above-listed design procedures may be classified as deterministic. The
design process, and not other factors, determines that the structure will not be subject
to "unexpected" failure due to unstable fracture. The solution is fully developed in the
design process.

Fracture Properties Rank-Level Considerations

Table 7 presents a summary of fracture properties rank-levels, coded to structural-
design aspects discussed in this report. The most crucial aspect to the design engineer is
that of the fracture-extension stress. It should be recognized that providing safe-metal
assurance requires selection of metal of rank 4 or higher, depending on specific require-
ments. Most structural applications ,ire satisfied by the rank 4 level (see Part 3 discus-
sions of exceptions for compliant struictures).

Table 7
Rank-Level Relationships

Rank Test-Specimen Structural Design
Reve Fracture State Fracture Mode Characterization SignificanceLevel -Criteria

(Fracture extension stress)

6 High plastic Vull slant CR-E >>Uys

5 Low plastic Mixed mode CR-E (COD/Jc)

- I ...... Yield criterion---------------

41 l[igh elastie-plastic Mixed mode CR-E (Kc/CODIJc) 0,5 to 1.0 Oys

Low elasticoplastic Shear lips CR-E (iKc/COD/Jc) 0.3 to 0.5 ays{ -Plane strain-limit crite,-on
tKlc Kid

2 High piane-strain Flat or Z = 0.6 to 2 <0.3 oysOy~s Oyd

KEI Low plane-strain Flat KIc or--d r 0.1 to 06 <0.3 aysOys or yd

CR-E -Constraint relaxation index, based on fracture energy or equivalent.
(lc/COD/Jc) - see text.

The rank osdering indicates that metal selection does not have to be based on a
semi-infinite scale of fracture properties. The six levels are easily definable by presently
available test practices. Correlating these levels to the fracture-e.tension stress scale indi-
cates that tbe designer cannot use "finer cuts" in practice. This is clear for the plane
strain case because the fracture-extension stress levels are below those of the normal
nominal-design levels. Control based on critical crack size has been defined as nondeter-
ministic, insofar as the design process is concerned.
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Finer cuts for the elastic-plastic rank levels may be appealing, but the temperature
or strength ranges for crossing through this fracture state are very narrow. Thus, the true
limits of useful definition are decided by statistical data for the metal population in the
structure, exactness of estimates as to lowest service temperatures, etc. The two rank
levels fully suffice for most practical purposes.

Requirements for finer scale definition for the plastic fracture state are highly spe-
cialized. In general, the yield-criterion definition is fully adequate. The exceptions
should be treated on a case basis by specialists in the present state of knowledge.

Implications of Research Directions

Test-specimen criteria for rank levels above the plane strain state are indicated by
Table 7 to be based on energy or related ductility references. There is no apparent pos-
sibility for generalized definition of these levels in terms of stress intensity parameters,
such as the K-singularity of plane strain fracture mechanics. Kc characterization is feasi-
ble only for thin sheet, and then only for the elastic-plastic region.

Thus, research attention for improvement of characterization procedures centers on
COD or Jc concepts. The COD procedure has been investigated extensively and found to
be applicable to specialized cases. It requires direct empirical correlation of crack-tip
plasticity to structural configurations. Its lack of potential for generalization has caused
a decrease in research interest.

The J-integral approach is based on measurement of plastic strain fields in the general
area of the crack. Jc signifies the critical value of J (energy) absorbed at the point of
fracture extension. Even though it is in the early stages of develonr.ient, it is the only
attractive approach which is now evident. The engineer should eAIect a rapid transition
from K- to J-interest in research-field publications and conferences. The reasons are that
(a) plane strain research has run its course and now provides diminishing practical returns,
and (b) the important technological transfer problems now center on improved analytical
capabilities for definition of the higher rank fracture states.

This need-is particularly important for metals of thin section and for the relatively
unexplored high-temperature metals area. The reasons are as follows:

* Relatively small absolute crack lengths may result in fracture extension due to
geometric instability, for highly compliant sheet-metal structures - even for the case of
reiatively ductile metals. Thus, exact ranking of plastic fracture properties becomes
essential.

0 High temperatures may reduce plastic-fracture resistance to relatively low levels.
The above-stated conditions of geometric instability often apply. In any event, fracture
properties data are practically nonexistent.

The introduction of fracture mechanics principles in high-temperature design has
been delayed too long. There should be an accelerated attention to this aspect of frac-
ture control plan requirements. Present design practices are not rationally deterministic
with respect to fracture-related events.



In the final analysis, all aspects of the application of fracture mechanics in structural
design will be influenced by cost factors. The degree to which such issues become de-
ciding depends on the intent of fracture control plans and their specific contractual
requirements.

The genesis of plane strain fracture mechanics in the mid-1950's was stimulated by
cost issues. In the early literature, it was cited as "procedures that would provide for
fracture-safe design using brittle metals." In effect, the hope was that least expensive
metals of plane strain properties could be utilized, based on analytical procedures for
calculation of critical crack sizes for fracture initiation. The issues at that time involved
shifting the transition-temperature range for steels to lower temperatures to provide
metals of elastic-plastic (arrest) properties. The cost-incentive aspect was related to the
additional costs for shifting the transition temperature.

During the 1960's an additional cost issue emerged, which was related to maximum
levels of yield strength. If plane strain criteria could be applied reliably, increased costs
for using elastic-plastic metals at particu.lar strength levels could be avoided.

Paradoxically, the engineering application of plane strain fracture mechanics prin-
ciples has provided documentation of the fact that the cost issue is exactly opposite to
the original concept. Trhe cost of using metals of plane strain properties may be pro-
hibitive because of the test costs, quality control, inspection and lifetime surveillance
aspects that are implied by the plane strain state. The inversion evolves from acceptance
of plane strain fracture mechanics definitions of critical crack sizes by users of the struc-
tures and by regulatory authorities. If a serious intent exists for requiring structural
reliability assurance, and such requirements are reduced to contractual obligations, it then
evolves that

* Statistical definition of plane strain properties maust be made at very high test
costs

* Quality-control practices must be applied to limits that greatly exceed require-
ments for flaw-tolerant metals

* Inspection requirements will generally exceed capabilities for achieving the speci-
fied purposes.

Thus, costs for structural certification will es',,alate to levels that reduce questions of
metal costs to relative insignificance.

The imposition of contractual obligations, for validation of structural performance
in terms of fractlixre mechanics principles, enforces the use of elastic-plastic metals as the
low-cost solution in most cases. Thus, the rank-sequence of Table 7 emerges as crucially
related to structural certification costs.

The certification cost-barrier aspects of traversing the elastic-plastic regions of the
strength transition are illustrated in Fig. 31 for steels and Fig. 32 for titanium alloys. In
each case, structural certification considerations cost-decide the strength limits. These
aspects apply to nonredundant, single-load-path, critical components of all structures.
The message provided by these two figures is that the selection of metals of highest
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Fig. 31-RAD and cost-barrier analyses for structural certification involving high
strength steels. Note that metal quality and specific section sizes, 1.0 in. (25 mm)
ir. this case, must be considered as establishing the strength range for cost
escalations.

corridor quality extends low-cost certification procedures to higher level, of yield strength.
Exceeding these limits results in cost escalations to a degree that depends on the criticality
of the structure and potential sequential effects of structural failures. That is, the more
serious the consequences, the griater the cost escalation required to seek assurance that
critical crack sizes are not developed in the structure. Ordinarily, this becomes a lif, time
surveillaiice problem of potentially sthggering proportions (for example, in high-performance
aircraft).

The analyses of Figs. 31 and 32 are specific for a 1.0-in. (25 mm) section size. Adjust-
ments for section size effects may be made from the procedures described in Part 4.

The cost-barrier aspect for transition-temperature problems is illustrated in Fig. 33.
Two section size ranges are considered. The analyses are general and may apply to a wide
range of structures, if these are of critical importance as to failure.
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involving titanium alloys. Analyses for 1.0-in. (25 mm) section size;
comparisons of quality corridors relate to oxygen content factors.

ANNOTATED REFERENCES

1. W. S. Pellini, "Evolution of Engineering Principles for Fracture-Safe Design of Steel
Structures," NRL Report 6957, Sept. 23, 1969.

2. W. S. Fellini, "Integration of Analytical Procedures for Fracture-Safe Design of Metal
Structures," NRL Report 7251, Mar. 26, 1971.

These reports provide an extensive bibliography of references, separated as to types of
tests and procedures for their interpretation. Report (1) features a special section on
"Elementary Aspects of Fracture Mechanics" plus a comprehensive listing of "Fracture

Mechanics Terms and Equations." These features are not repeated in the present report
because joint use of the three reports provides the equivalent of a textbook treatment of
the subject.
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Appendix A

INFORMATION OF SPECIAL INTEREST

This section is intended to provide additional information including-

0 Metric scale conversions of plane strain reference parameters (Fig. Al)

* Fracture mechanics plane strain tests, configurations and Kic calculation procedures
(Figs. A2, A3)

* Configuration and test procedures for engineering tests which provide constraint
capacity definition-DT, DWT, and Robertson CAT (Figs. A4, A5, A7)

* Critical crack-size calculation procedure, as related to engineering use of surface-
crack specimens for Kic determination (Fig. A6)

* Requirements for adequate fracture-path extension features, for tests intended for
characterization of the true fracture-mode stat2 (Fig. A8).
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Fig. A2-Kic-determination procedures for bend-type plane strain tests
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COMPACT TENSION SPECIMEN
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Fig. A3MKle.determination procedures for compact
tension plane strain tests
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Fig. A4-Specimen dimensions for NRL-standardized DT tests. A sharp crack tip is provided by a
brittle electron-beam weld or a pressed-knife edge. In both cases, maximum constraint conditions
for the section sizes are attained.
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Fig. A?-Drop Weight-NDT Test. Standardized according to ASTM Designation E208-69.
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F'ig. A8-The true fracture mode of a 1.0-in. (25 mm) steel p' to is defined exactly by a DT-test
specimen of the same section size (right side of figure). The allI-slant fract-ore is typical of the
plastic fracture state of highest attainable levels. The 0 v test can never develop slant fracture due
to geomn-fric effects. Note the difference in fracture appearance for the same steel (left side of
figure).


